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ABSTRACT
Metallic ions deposited in the upper atmosphere through the process o f meteoroid
ablation can, on occasion, be forced into dense layers at altitudes o f 90-120 km with a
thickness o f <2 km. These layers result from a combination o f appropriately directed
neutral winds and electric fields. The objective o f this thesis is to gain new insights into
several poorly understood aspects o f these atmospheric structures.
An experimental program has been developed to determine layer morphology and
temporal occurrence in relation to ionospheric electric fields. These metallic ion struc
tures have been found to be often spatially limited, and highly variable in both their loca
tion and time of occurrence. Simultaneous electric field measurements confirmed the
dominant role of these fields in the formation of thin layers at high latitudes.
A time-dependent numerical model was used to simulate data, in an attempt to un
derstand why layers tend to be observed at lower altitudes than theoretically predicted.
It was found that adopting a reduced value for the ion-neutral collision frequency brings
observations and theory into agreement. Empirical determinations of the collision fre
quency indicated values that are about a factor of ten smaller than predicted by the induced-dipole model now used in other ionospheric studies.
Observations indicate a greater rate o f layer occurrence during the summer months.
An explanation for this seasonal effect is proposed that invokes an annual variation in
large-scale electric fields, suggested by an empirical model of the high-latitude convec
tion pattern.
The large-scale circulation of metallic ions has been investigated. This examination
suggests that the structure of the convection pattern controls the redistribution of metal
lic ions, which in turn defines where and when layers may occur.

The results o f this

analysis explain the limited times of layer occurrence, as well as the absence of layers
even when appropriate formation conditions exist.

iii
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Finally, a theoretical analysis indicated that layers can drift horizontally at speeds ex
ceeding 100 m/s. Observations confirmed this result. This suggests that advection may
be im portant when interpreting observations of evolving m etal layers.
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PREFACE
Over the past few years, the study o f thin metallic layers in the upper atmosphere has
received increasing attention in large part due to observations o f neutral layers made
with lidars, and o f ion layers made with incoherent-scatter radars. Layers, both neutral
and ionic, have been observed at middle latitudes and at high latitudes. Formation o f ion
layers at mid-latitudes is associated with the neutral wind (tides and gravity waves),
while at high latitudes the convective electric field often controls layer formation. The
formation mechanism for neutral layers remains an open question, one complicated by
the current imprecise knowledge of gas-phase metallic chemistry. A connection (if any
exists) between neutral layers and ion layers is yet to be established. Thus, much work,
both theoretical and observational, remains to be accomplished. This subject is of impor
tance, because the explication o f the nature of these small-scale structures tests our un
derstanding of the dynamics of the upper atmosphere. It is hoped that this thesis will
contribute tc advancing our knowledge o f thin layer phenomena.
I owe a debt o f gratitude to my advisor and friend, Professor Brenton Watkins, who
introduced me to this exciting field and treated me as a colleague throughout the ac
complishment of this research program. I look forward to a continuing professional re
lationship with Brent; we make a good team. 1 also appreciate the support lent me by
the other members o f my advisory committee, Dean Joseph Kan, Professor John Pender,
and Professor Daniel Swift. I especially wish to acknowledge Dr. Swift’s acute criti
cisms of early drafts o f this thesis; he taught me to question my assumptions and in doing
so open my mind to new possibilities.
This effort would not have been possible without the support of my best friend (and
wife), Deborah. She put me back on track whenever my concentration waned. Finally, I
dedicate this thesis to our daughter, Karis Alise. Accomplishments are made sweeter
when shared with those you love. I am indeed lucky.
D.F.B.
xiv
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 General
Metallic ion structures of thickness less than 2 km, occurring in a nominal altitude
range of 90-120 km, have long been connected to the mid-latitude sporadic-E detected
by ionosondes (Whitehead, 1961; Axford, 1963; Axford and Cunnold, 1966). Following
the general theoretical development o f Dungey [1959], these authors showed that a
shear in the neutral wind could lead to vertical convergence o f ions, since ion motion is
strongly influenced both by the inclination of the geomagnetic field, and by collisional
coupling with the neutral component o f the atmosphere. Thin ion structures have been
observed at middle latitudes using a variety of instruments, including ionosondes, rocketborne mass spectrometers, and incoherent-scatter radars. These observations have gen
erally confirmed the wind-shear mechanism. Layer formation by the action of neutral
winds is reviewed in the next section of this chapter.
As one moves to higher latitudes the wind-shear mechanism becomes less effective,
due to the increase in the dip angle o f the geomagnetic field. Additionally, at high lati
tudes, strong electric fields of magnetospheric origin map into the ionosphere. It has
been shown that such electric fields can often dominate the effects of the neutral wind,
and when appropriately directed should cause layers to form (Nygren et al., 1984a;
Kirkwood and von Zahn, 1991; Bristow and Watkins, 1991). At high latitudes, incoher
ent-scatter radars (one is located at Sondrestrom in Greenland, another near Tromsp,
Norway) have been the instruments of choice, since the signature o f auroral precipitation
on ionograms is sometimes difficult to differentiate from that o f a thin layer. Observa
tions (reviewed later in this chapter) show that the relationship o f electric field direction
to the occurrence of thin layers is not as simple as suggested by the prevailing theory of
layer formation. Layers often form at lower altitudes than predicted, while those ex
pected to form at low altitudes tend to be thinner than anticipated.

Quite dense thin

1
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structures suddenly appear, and just as abruptly disappear with no obvious change in the
electric field.

Moreover, layers often appear to drift across the field o f view.

This

complicated situation suggests that proper electric field direction may be a necessary, but
not sufficient, condition for metallic ion layers to form and persist. An additional com
plication is that even at high latitudes the wind-shear mechanism can dominate, if electric
fields are weak, necessitating care to discriminate between layers formed by the action of
the neutral wind and those due to convective electric fields.
The purpose of this study is to reevaluate the role o f electric fields in the formation
o f thin metallic ion layers, with the aim o f reconciling theory with observation. In the
next two sections of this chapter, the wind-shear and electric field mechanisms are re
viewed. Then the scope of this investigation is outlined, and its objectives presented in
the form of a series of scientific questions. The chapter concludes with a description of
the organization of the balance of this work.
1.2 F o rm atio n of T hin Ion L ayers a t M iddle L atitu d es
Although this thesis focuses on metallic layers at high latitudes, where electric fields
often control the dynamics of their formation, it is useful to begin the study of thin ionstructures with a review the phenomenon at temperate latitudes, where shears in the
large-scale neutral winds dominate. This is so for two reasons. First, the conceptual de
velopment is virtually identical; much of the earlier work carries over directly to the pre
sent study. Second, it is important from an observational standpoint to be able to differ
entiate between layers formed by the two processes, since either might occur at higher
latitudes, depending on the magnitude of the convective electric field. The coverage is
not meant to be exhaustive, but rather is tailored to support the specific questions being
examined in this thesis. For a good review on mid-latitude sporadic-E (and by extension,
metallic thin layers), see Whitehead [1989],
The early history of research on metallic ion layers is inextricably tied to the study of
sporadic-E (Es). Understanding the nature of Es was a subject of considerable interest to
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those involved in the design and operation o f high frequency radio systems. E s had been
observed in some detail since the 1940s using ionosondes, m ost o f which were located at
temperate latitudes. The resultant ionograms showed that sporadic E is a quite compli
cated phenomenon (Piggott and Rawer, 1961). W hitehead [1961] offered the first ex
planation for features often seen at mid-latitudes. He argued that the observed depend
ence o f the occurrence of Es on the horizontal com ponent o f the geomagnetic field could
be explained by Dungey’s [1959] wind-shear mechanism. Briefly, vertical motion o f ions
in the presence of an inclined magnetic field can arise due to shears in the horizontal
neutral wind. At relatively high altitudes, where the ratio o f ion-neutral collision fre
quency to gyrofrequency is low, ions will be forced to m ove along magnetic field lines
under the influence o f magnetically meridional winds. A sheared meridional wind with
northward flow above southward flow will yield convergence o f ions at the null in the
wind profile. At lower altitudes, where the collision frequency is greater, the ions tend
to be dragged across magnetic field lines by the horizontal neutral wind. In this case, the
magnetically zonal neutral wind is most influential; ions moving with it will experience a
Lorentz force with a vertical component. In this case, w estw ard winds over eastward
winds yield convergence. Extending this argument to low er altitudes, the collision fre
quency can become su large that the ions are constrained to follow the neutral wind with
very little Lorentz deflection (in this region the usually negligible vertical com ponent of
the wind can dominate the effects of wind shear). The specific altitudes dividing these
three regimes depend upon such parameters as magnetic dip and the assumed model for
the collision frequency. As an representative example (Chimonas and Axford, 1968), the
uppermost region is above 120 km, while the lowest is below 95 km.
Several theoretical papers appeared over the next few years which expanded upon
W hitehead’s work (e.g., Axford, 1963; Whitehead, 1966; Axford and Cunnold, 1966;
Chimonas and Axford, 1968). There was some debate on w hether the ions forming the
layers are predominantly molecular (i.e., 0 2+ and NO+) o r meteoric metallics (e.g., Fe+
and Mg+). This was settled in favor of the metallic ions from the results o f a number of
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observations made with rocket-borne mass spectrom eters (e.g., Istomin, 1963; Narcisi
and Bailey, 1965), which have since been supported by incoherent-scatter radar observa
tions (e.g., Behnke and Vickrey, 1975; Huuskonen e t al., 1988). Since the lifetimes of
the metallic ions are much greater than that o f the molecular ions, this finding also sug
gests that layer lifetimes are controlled by diffusion rather than recombination.
The sources o f wind-shear structures were assumed to be atmospheric tides and at
mospheric gravity waves (Axford, 1963; Chimonas and Axford, 1968). A layer forms at
a node in the tidal or gravity-wave structure, then moves dow nw ard, following the phase
progression o f the wave, until the collision frequency becomes so great that the windshear mechanism is no longer effective. Chimonas and Axford dubbed this altitude, at
which the ions are totally controlled by collisions with the neutral wind, the “dumping
altitude.” This behavior has been often observed (e.g., Constantinides and Bedinger,
1971; G eller et al., 1975; M athews and Bekeny, 1979); in fact, marked downw ard mo
tion can be considered a distinguishing characteristic of layers form ed by the wind-shear
mechanism.

While direct connection o f layers to gravity waves remains somewhat

speculative (the problem being to show that gravity waves are indeed present), the evi
dence in support o f a tidal source is quite compelling (Miller, 1995).
Studies conducted with rocket-borne mass spectrom eters have yielded much useful
information beyond confirmation o f the metallic com position o f the thin ion layers.
There is strong evidence that on average there exists globally a broad metallic ion layer
with a density peak at around 95 km (half-width o f 5-10 km), primarily composed of
N a \ Mg+, and Fe+ with ionic iron being m ost abundant at a peak density o f ~ 5xl 0 3 cm ' 3
(e.g., Narcisi, 1971; Zbinden et al., 1975).

Thinner layers with density an order of

magnitude greater than the background layer have also been observed to form, superim
posed on the background layer, presumably from relatively localized redistribution of
ions. By comparison, well above the world-wide layer (> 110 km), mid-latitude thin lay
ers tend to follow the scheme o f dow nw ard drift to a dumping altitude, where the peak
density is often as low as 102 to 103 cm '3. The appearance o f two apparently different
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types o f thin layers, dependent on altitude, has led some to speculate that the wind-shear
mechanism is not the primary cause for those observed at low altitudes (Smith and
Mechtly, 1972). However, an alternate explanation is that the wind-shear mechanism
operates in both cases: at the lower altitudes gravity waves with relatively large shears
drive layer formation; higher up atmospheric tides can play the ascendant role
Several aspects o f the morphology o f thin layer phenomena cannot be adequately ad
dressed by the wind-shear theory by itself, and remain open to interpretation. Some of
these issues are discussed below. For example, the horizontal extent of thin layers at
temperate latitudes seem to be on the order o f hundreds o f kilometers, based of rocket
observations (Whitehead, 1989). However, within a layer there often appear patches of
increased ionization (e.g., Miller and Smith, 1975). Such structure within a layer has
been attributed to horizontal variation in the wind-shear system (From and Whitehead,
1978), or to interaction between tides and gravity waves (Chimonas, 1971). Another
well-established fact is that the occurrence o f E s, equatorward o f a geomagnetic latitude
o f 60°, has a strong seasonal dependence, with most being observed during the summer
months (Smith, 1978; W hitehead, 1989). This behavior does not appear to be correlated
to periodic variations in the meteoric influx (Trfskova, 1974; Smith, 1978; Baggaley and
Steel, 1984). The cause of the seasonal variation in Es remains a mystery, but may well
be determined by world-wide transport of metallic ions.
1.3 F o rm atio n o f T hin Ion L ay ers a t High L atitudes
The study of thin ionization structures at auroral latitudes has begun more recently.
Here layers can form under the action of wind-shear, the convective electric field, or a
combination of the two. In an extension of the basic approach used for developing the
wind-shear theory, Nygren et al. [1984a] showed that an electric field directed in the
magnetic northwest quadrant (in the Northern Hemisphere) could force ions to converge
from above and below at a null in their vertical velocity profile. This process is detailed
in Chapter 3, but is easy to understand in a qualitative sense. At high altitudes a mag
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netically westward component o f the electric field drives ions downward through ExB
drift. Low er down, where ion-neutral collisions are more frequent, the component o f the
field normal to the magnetic field and directed to the north gives rise to an upward Ped
erson drift. The altitude o f the convergent null in the vertical velocity profile o f the ions
is determined by the altitudinal variation o f the ion-neutral collision frequency. Nygren
and his coworkers noted that layers observed in the morning and late afternoon at high
latitudes might well be caused by wind shear, but that those seen near local midnight
were most likely associated with the structure o f the convective electric field. Bristow
and Watkins [1991] used a one-dimensional simulation to show that measurable layers
should form when the electric field is directed to the southwest, as a consequence of
uniformly downward motion toward a dumping altitude. They argued that such layers
should appear at lower altitudes than those forming when the field is to the northwest.
Kirkwood and von Zahn [1991] extended this reasoning further, demonstrating that
broad layers could form for electric fields directed to the southeast as well, since this
would create downward ion motion below the altitude of a divergent null in the vertical
ion velocity profile. They pointed out that layers forming for southerly electric fields
should have asymmetric profiles, in contrast to the case of NW fields. In a later theoreti
cal analysis, Kirkwood and von Zahn [1993] argued that southward electric fields should
enhance tidal Es, while northward fields, even weak ones, should interfere with the for
mation o f tidal Es.
All o f these studies indicate that layers, caused by an appropriately directed electric
field, should form in a m atter o f tens o f minutes for fields magnitudes exceeding 30-50
mV/m (the actual time decreasing with increasing electric field magnitude). Those layers
formed by an electric field to the northwest would form above

1 2 0

km, but would not

drift downward (assuming that the field direction did not change). Those forming due to
southerly fields would appear below 105 km, and would show slight downward motion.
Also, for a given electric field magnitude and ion column density, the layers formed by a
southward field should be thicker, less symmetric, and less dense than those forming
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when the field is to the northwest. It should be noted that the simulations of layer for
mation assumed a substantial population of metallic ions above background metallic ion
layer which resides at 85-105 km (Kirkwood and von Zahn used an initial Gaussian ion
profile centered at 105 km with a width o f 40 km (full-width at half maximum), while
Bristow and Watkins used a profile peaked at an altitude of 120 km tapering off above
and below). The availability o f metallic ions at relatively high altitudes is essential for
layer formation above 100 km (how ions get there will be discussed in Chapter 3).
Accompanying the theoretical developments concerning the role o f electric fields in
the formation metallic thin layers, there have been a number of incoherent-scatter radar
observations of thin layers at high latitudes. A review of the literature revealed seven
studies made using the European Incoherent Scatter Facility (EISCAT) radar near
Tromsd, Norway (69.58° N, 19.23° E; invariant latitude, 66.2° N; dip angle, 78.1°).
Another was made with the National Science Foundation (NSF) supported radar at Sondrestrom in Greenland (66.99° N, 309.05° E; invariant latitude 73.9° N; dip angle,
80.5°). In all, over 20 layers were observed at EISCAT (an exact count is somewhat
subjective, since some papers report what appear to be single layers as a series of
“events” which vary according to the behavior of the layer), and 12 at Sondrestrom.
Some found layers which were much like those seen at mid-latitudes (and thus deduced
to have formed due to wind-shear), others were attributed to the action o f electric fields.
As a whole, what emerges is a series o f partial validations of the theory. The results of
each study are summarized below.
Turunen et al. [1985] observed one layer at EISCAT on 16 November 1983. The
radar was operating with a vertical beam and a spatial resolution of 450 m. This layer
was over the radar for six minutes (1800-1806 UT) at an altitude of 106 km. Its thick5

3

ness was 1-1.5 km and the peak density was 4x10 c m '. Simultaneous measurement of
the electric field by the STARE radar (the STARE radar is described in Greenwald et al.
[1978]) indicated a field strength of 25-30 mV/m. The field over the radar was directed
to the SW until 1802 UT, at which point it turned to the NW. The authors offered this
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observation as plausible validation o f the theory of Nygren et al. [1984a], but acknowl
edged that the layer may have form ed elsewhere, then drifted over the radar. The layer
observed here displayed the characteristics o f one form ed by a NW electric field, except
for one. It formed far low er than theoretically expected for such a field. On the other
hand the layer was thinner than one predicted for a southerly field.
Turunen et al. [1988] observed another layer at EISC A T on 14 A ugust 1986. The
radar operated with a vertical beam and spatial resolution o f 300 km . The layer had been
in existence for several hours (presumably based on ionosonde m easurem ents), but was
only observed from 1145-1250 U T with the radar. It had a thickness o f 2 km, and a
peak density of 3 x l0 5 cm'3. It was initially at an altitude o f 102 km, but rose to 105 km
while under observation. Electric fields were not measured. The authors noted that E s
should only move downw ard with the descending nodes o f tides, or remain stationary at
the dumping altitude. They speculated that the electric field may have a role in the uplift
o f the layer.
Huuskonen et al. [1988] reported eight events at EISCA T, which upon further ex
amination appear to represent four thin layers, all with peak density ~10 5 cm '3. The radar
was directed vertically with a range resolution of 600 m (the primary objective of the ex
periment was to determine the ion composition of Es). The first layer occurred on 18
A ugust 1984,0410-0530 UT. This layer was first at 114 km, then dropped to 108 km in
approximately 15 min. The second layer occurred on 18 August 1984, from 2150 to
2310 UT. This layer was initially at an altitude of 100 km with a thickness o f 2 km. It
then descended to 96 km before vanishing. The third layer occurred on 19 August 1984,
0025-0150 UT. It was initially at 100 km, but fell to 96 km in 20 m inutes, where it re
mained until vanishing from the beam of the radar. The fourth layer was also observed
on 19 August 1984. It lasted one hour (0200-0300 UT), and rem ained at a constant alti
tude o f 97 km. No electric fields were observed for this experim ent, and therefore the
electric field mechanism cannot be evaluated in this case. The authors were careful to
suggest that horizontal motion (not measured) of the layers may influence the apparent
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lifetimes. Three of the four layers described in this study were at or below 100 km, while
one appeared above 110 km. Downward layer motion was a common feature, but was
generally limited to a few kilometers.
Kirkwood and Collis [1989] observed two layers at EISCAT on 12-13 August 1986.
The first appeared at 98 km from 2240 to 2315 UT, with a density well over 105 cm'3. It
was followed by a very weak layer at about 95 km from 2325 to 2350 UT, descending to
92 km where it lasted until 0150 UT. The electric field was observed to be directed to
the SE, and was weak (usually less than 5 mV/m). Kirkwood and Collis attributed these
layers to the passage of a gravity wave.
Kirkwood and von Zahn [1991] described four layers observed at EISCAT. The ra
dar was operated in a four-position mode, which allows for the determination o f the
electric field overhead, but yields little more information on the spatial extent and hori
zontal motion of layers than does a fixed beam experiment. On 21 October 1987, 1920
2030 UT, a layer was observed between 100 and 105 km. The electric field was to the
SW at 40 mV/m. On 12 November 1988, 2208-2220 UT, a layer formed at 106 km.
The electric field had been to the NW for several hours before the layer appeared, but
swung momentarily to the SW as the layer appeared over the radar. The third layer was
observed on 12 August 1986, 2250-2315 UT at an altitude of approximately 100 km. In
this case the electric field was to the SE at 20 mV/m.

On 14 February 1985, a very

short-lived (1955-2005 UT) layer was observed at approximately 125 km, when the
electric field was to the NW at 40-60 mV/m.

The authors drew several implications

from this data. First, most layers formed when the electric field was to the south, but
were thinner than expected from theory. This discrepancy was attributed to the possible
existence of an upward vertical wind, which would tend to sharpen the density peak.
The February event was offered as a case when NW electric fields led to the conver
gence of molecular ions. Kirkwood and von Zahn suggested that the lack of layers at
other times when NW fields were present (as seen on 12 November 1986) resulted from
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fluctuations in the field which, would cause the altitude o f convergence to also fluctuate,
thus “smearing” the layer out.
Turunen et al. [1993] conducted observations at EISCAT for three nights over the
period 9-12 December 1990 for geomagnetically quiet times. They saw many layers,
typically with of low density (< 8 x l0 4 cm'3), forming at high altitudes (120 to 140 km),
and drifting downward to an apparent dumping altitude between 100 and 110 km. The
meridional electric field was also measured, and found to be nearly zero on average, with
fluctuations of ±10 mV/m.

The authors attributed these layers to the wind-shear

mechanism (tides or gravity waves). This assertion is strongly bolstered by the striking
resemblance of their results to those of Mathews et al. [1993] from radar observations at
Arecibo (18.3° N, 293.2° E; 50° dip angle).
Kirkwood and von Zahn [1993] in the course o f a month-long campaign (10 Sep
tember to 4 October 1991) at EISCAT detected six layers with the incoherent-scatter
radar. Characteristics o f these layers are presented in Table 1.1. They argue that these
layers probably formed under the combined action o f electric fields and wind shear. The
assumption of an upward neutral wind is an important element in their interpretation of
this data, since the layers were seen to be thinner, and more symmetric than those pre
dicted to form under the action of a southward electric fields, by itself. Significantly,
Kirkwood and von Zahn are silent on whether NW electric fields were observed, so one
cannot judge the relative effectiveness o f this mode of layer formation.
Bristow and Watkins [1993] conducted a series o f observations at Sondrestrom over
a one year period (August 1990 through August 1991) in three different radar modes.
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T able 1.1 Summary o f Layers reported by Kirkwood and von Zahn [1993].
D ENSITY
(cm '3)

10 Sep 91

2120->2320

> 4 x l0 4

96 to 93

2.5

20SW to 20S

11 Sep 91

1954-2012

8

x10 s

102 to 97

1.5

20SW

17 Sep 91

2250->2340

2

x l0 4

93 to 95

2 .0

15S to 7SE

18 Sep 91

2224-2320

2

x l0 4

98 to 92

3.0

30W to 40S

20 Sep 91

2130->2400

97 to 89

1.5

10S to 180SE

22 Sep 91

2257-2314

4x10s

101 to 98

1.5

5S to 20S

—

.................... —

..... .....

X

T IM E
(UT)

o

DATE

A LTITU D E W ID TH
E -F IE L D
(km)
___ ( k m ) ... .... (m V /m ).....

T able 1.2 Layer and Electric Field Data from Bristow and W atkins [1993].
DATE

A LTITU D E
(km)

E-FIE L D DIR.
(d e g W o f N )

E -F IE L D
M AG.
(mV/m )

2320-2340

105
115

70-100
80-130

4
4-6

18 Aug 1990

2200-2230

105

60-140

2

22 Aug 1990

2150-2315

105-115

40-100

14-18

12 Mar 1991

2300-2315
2315-0010

1 1 0

80

24-34

1 0 0

1 0 0

2 0

17 Aug 1990

T IM E
(UT)

2 2 0 0

13 Mar 1991

0015-0120

1 0 0

1 0 0 -1 2 0

5-15

26 Jul 1991

2105-2120

115

80-100

4-6

3 Aug 1991

2340-0015

1 0 0

80-100

24-26
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Layers were observed on 12 o f 16 nights. One mode was designed to measure ion tem 
perature. It revealed a layer on 27 July 1991, persisting from 2000 to 2200 UT, at an
altitude o f 110 km. This layer was 2 km thick, and was quite dense (~10 6 cm '3). The
second mode, for which the radar scanned along the magnetic meridian, was used for
three nights in late July and early August 1991. This unique experim ent revealed that
layers have limited latitudinal extent, typically about 100 km. The layers observed also
appeared to drift from north to south. The electric field was not m easured in the above
tw o experiments, but was when the radar was operated in its third m ode. Characteristics
o f the seven layers detected in this mode are described in Table 1.2.

Layer thickness

ranged from 1.5 to 2.5 km, and the peak density always exceeded 10s cm ' 3 (Bristow,
1992). As can be seen, the electric field was in the NW o r SW quadrant when layers
were observed. However, Bristow and W atkins found that on nights when no layers
were observed, the electric field was also often in one o f these tw o quadrants. Contrary
to the findings o f Kirkwood and von Zahn, Bristow and W atkins’ results lend some sup
port to Nygren’s theory o f layer formation for NW electric fields. H ow ever, the layers
formed at altitudes less than that predicted by theory, and once again did not appear
whenever favorable electric fields were above the station.
1.4 Scope o f th is Study
The focus of this study is on the formation o f thin metallic ion layers at high latitudes
for geophysical conditions when the effects o f electric fields dom inate those o f the neu
tral winds. For strong enough electric fields, the winds will play a m inor role, especially
at altitudes above 105 km. At lower altitudes (<100 km) it is difficult to separate the
effects o f winds and electric fields. As discussed in the previous section, at higher alti
tudes layers under the influence o f the wind-shear mechanism display distinguishing be
havior, as seen by Turunen et al. [1993J. This proves useful when evaluating observa
tions of thin layers.
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As can be seen in the previous section, much work remains to be done before a clear
understanding of thin metallic layers at high latitudes is to be had. The observational
base is lacking, but several problem areas are apparent. First, orientation of the electric
field in the northwest quadrant does not appear to assure the formation o f a layer, and
when layers do form for this field orientation they tend to be low er than anticipated.
This suggests both a deficiency in the current theory o f layer formation, and the possibil
ity o f an inadequate population o f metallic ions at the requisite altitudes. Second, the
contention that southerly fields can contribute to layer formation is better supported, but
once again their existence is no guarantee of layer formation. Third, the effect of layer
transport cannot be evaluated from previous experiments, due either to modes o f opera
tion which did not allow for detection o f layer advection, or did not concurrently meas
ure the electric field. Thus, the possibility o f layer formation rem ote from the radar site
(where electric fields may be favorably oriented) cannot be assessed.

This possibility

clearly may impact the validity o f tests o f the theory based on measurem ent o f the local
electric field.
The observations also suggest new lines o f inquiry. The horizontal extent o f layers at
high latitudes seems to be much smaller than for layers formed at tem perate latitudes.
D oes this result from the spatial structure of the convective electric field? The observa
tions also indicate that those layers m ost likely to be associated with electric fields tend
to occur during the summer, but are too few to draw statistically reliable conclusions. Is
there a seasonal effect in the occurrence layers, similar to that seen at low er latitudes? If
so, what is its cause?
The present investigation seeks to resolve the issues raised above, and to explore as
pects o f the role o f electric fields in the formation o f thin metallic ion layers not before
examined.

Both theoretical and observational initiatives are undertaken.

The current

theory o f vertical ion transport is reevaluated, with emphasis on the significance of the
ion-neutral collision frequency in determining the altitude o f layer formation. A theoreti
cal analysis o f horizontal transport, as it relates to the drift motion o f layers, is com 
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pleted. The role of direct meteoric input o f metals into the upper atmosphere is studied
to ascertain its effect on the seasonal and altitudinal distributions metallic ions. A new
model o f the convection field (Weimer, 1995) is used to examine the impact o f spatial
and temporal variations in the electric field on layer formation. Supporting this theoreti
cal effort was a year-long observational program, conducted at Sondrestrom, which em
ployed a novel radar experiment. This new radar mode allows for determination of ion
density along the magnetic meridian (like a standard scanning experiment), and also for
simultaneous calculation of the convective electric field along the meridian. Direct esti
mation of the velocity of layer drift is also possible.
At the conclusion o f this study, answers to the following scientific questions are put
forward:
•

Why aren’t thin layers observed whenever the electric field is
“properly” oriented (according to the current theory of layer forma
tion)?

•

Why are layers observed at lower altitudes than predicted by the cur
rent theory when the electric field is directed to the northwest?

•

To what extent do thin ion layers drift horizontally?

•

What is the typical horizontal dimension of high-latitude thin ion lay
ers?

•

Is there seasonal variation in the occurrence of thin layers, and if so
what is its cause?

1.5 O rganization
Before delving into the transport of metallic ions, it is necessary to set the stage by
examining from where the metals come, and the subsequent chemistry which modifies
their populations. Chapter 2 provides an overview of the processes which establish the
population of metallic ions in the upper atmosphere.

The primacy of ion transport

(versus direct meteoric deposition and metallic chemistry) is established.
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Chapter 3 is a comprehensive development of the theory of thin ion layer formation.
The current theory o f (vertical) ion motion is revisited with emphasis on the importance
o f ion-neutral collision frequency, and the sensitivity o f convergence altitude to the
specific direction o f the electric field. Then new ground is broken by considering hori
zontal ion motion.

Horizontal layer drift is calculated as a function o f electric field

strength and direction. The basic theory is coupled with a one-dimensional model of
layer formation, in order to address a number o f the scientific questions identified in the
previous section.
Chapter 4 contains a description of incoherent-scatter radar observations made at
Sondrestrom in the course of this investigation. The design of the radar experiment al
lows for the simultaneous determination of the ion density (as a function o f time, lati
tude, and altitude), and of the convective electric field (as a function o f time and lati
tude). Furthermore, the velocity of horizontal drift of a layer as a whole is measured in
several cases.
In Chapter 5, a qualitative analysis of the occurrence of thin metallic ion layers is
outlined. This effort represents a synthesis of the theoretical and observational results
addressed in the earlier chapters. These results, coupled with a realistic model of the
convective electric field (Weimer, 1995), allow one to gain useful insights into the spatial
and temporal distribution of thin layers.
In Chapter 6 , conclusions that can be drawn on the basis o f this work are presented
along with a description of unresolved issues. In addition, some of the results of this
study have implications beyond the scope of the scientific questions explicitly addressed;
these will be commented upon here. Finally, directions for further investigation are sug
gested.
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CHAPTER 2
METALS IN THE UPPER ATMOSPHERE
2.1 In tro d u ctio n
Although the emphasis o f this thesis is upon the role o f transport in the formation of
thin metallic ion layers, it is instructive to first examine the source and chemistry o f met
als in the upper atmosphere. These processes obviously establish the population of the
ions from which layers form. Beyond this, one cannot a priori dismiss their potential for
a direct role in layer formation. The objective of this chapter is to provide a perspective
on the importance of meteoric deposition and metallic chemistry with respect to the for
mation o f thin ion layers.
The primary source o f metals in the upper atmosphere is now accepted to be the ab
lation o f meteors. The spectra o f meteorite fragments and those o f the vapor trails of
meteors are in good agreement (Harvey, 1973; Hughes, 1973). The m ajor metallic com
ponents o f meteoroids have been reported to be Na, Ca, Ni, Al, Fe, and Mg with abun
dances (by mass) of 0.6%, 1.0%, 1.5%, 1.7%, 11.5%, and 12.5%, respectively (Mason,
1971). In the next section the influx of meteoric metals is discussed with emphasis on
temporal variations in that influx and on the range o f altitudes at which the ablation oc
curs.
The understanding of the metallic chemistry o f the upper atmosphere remains quite
incomplete, although progress continues to be made (e.g., Plane, 1991; Kane and G ard
ner, 1993a; Plane, 1994). For historical reasons the most studied metal has been sodium,
since emissions from that element were discovered in the nightglow spectrum over fifty
years ago. Unfortunately, thin ion layers have been observed to consist primarily o f iron
and magnesium. Although iron and magnesium are thought to have similar chemistries,
neutral magnesium atoms cannot be readily observed from the ground owing to absorp
tion of magnesium’s spectral emissions by ozone in the stratosphere. On the other hand,
neutral iron can be readily measured with ground-based lidars. Thus, in section 2.3 the
16
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discussion o f metallic chemistry is limited to that o f iron, since it is an im portant con
stituent o f ion layers that can also be observed in its neutral form.
In section 2.4, this chapter concludes with a discussion o f observations o f the vertical
distribution o f metallic (specifically Fe+) ions in the upper atm osphere, in the context of
the foregoing analysis of meteoric deposition and chemistry. This is a critical issue, since
the efficiency of the electric field mechanism o f layer form ation depends upon having
sufficient numbers o f ions at requisite altitudes.
2.2 M eteoric Influx of M etals
2.2.1

T h e O rigin o f M eteoroids. Frictional interaction o f m eteoroids with atm os

pheric particles, i.e., m eteor ablation, is the primary source o f m etals in the upper atm os
phere. Hence, an understanding o f m eteoric processes is fundamental to the study o f the
formation o f metallic layers. In this section the m agnitude and periodicity o f the m ete
oric influx is examined, along with the physics o f ablation, since these factors might rea
sonably be expected to influence the time and altitude o f ion layer form ation.

Before

pursuing these topics it is useful to consider a m ore fundamental issu e ... from where do
m eteors come? The answer to this basic question turns out be o f extrem e im portance for
the subsequent development o f this subject.
It has been established that the m ajor source o f m eteoroids is the decay o f comets
(Hughes, 1978), although a small portion derives from asteroids (Lovell, 1954). Comets
are composed of water ice, intermixed with impurities (Greenberg, 1982). As a com et
follows its elliptical orbit about the Sun, the w ater sublimates as it nears perihelion.
Fragments break away, entering their own ballistic orbits, also around the Sun.

Inter

particular collisions will tend to give some of the fragm ents velocities which are faster
than the comet, and some slower than the comet. T he form er will advance before the
com et, the latter will lag behind.

O ver time this causes the region surrounding the

com et’s orbital path to become populated with debris.

O ver even m ore time, further

collisions and perturbation of the particle orbits caused by gravitational interaction with
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the planets tend to more or less uniformly spread the particles into what is referred to as
the interplanetary (or cosmic) dust cloud; all connection with the parent comet is lost.
Thus, the interplanetary dust cloud can be thought o f as the product o f the extinction of
countless comets.
Tw o distinct populations o f meteoroids arise as a result of the collisional evolution of
cometary particles.

Sporadic meteoroids are the result o f the motion of the Earth

through the interplanetary dust cloud. The Earth essentially sweeps out these meteor
oids as it orbits the Sun.

The other class o f meteoroids is associated with meteor

streams. Stream meteoroids are those which still can be identified with a com et’s orbit
(although the comet may be long gone). The visual manifestations o f stream meteors are
the periodic m eteor showers. As might be expected, despite the fact that sporadic and
stream m eteoroids share a cometary source, their physical characteristics (e.g., size and
velocity distributions) and the temporal structure of their influxes are quite different.
Stream m eteoroids tend to be larger and faster than their sporadic cousins. Figure 2.1
illustrates the difference in the size distribution. The average geocentric velocity of spo
radic m eteoroids is -1 5 km/s (Southworth and Sekanina, 1973). On the other hand the
average velocities for the four major streams (Quadrantid, Perseid, Orionid, and Geminid) are 42, 59,

6 6

, and 34 km/s, respectively (Hughes and McBride, 1989). These dif

ferences can be understood in the context of the collisional histories of the two species of
meteoroids. Sporadic meteoroids, having suffered relatively m ore collisions, will tend to
be more fragmented (smaller), while energy lost in the during the collisions will tend to
reduce their velocities.
The fluxes of the two classes o f meteoroids will be treated separately below, since
each has distinctive spatial and temporal characteristics (which are again the ultimate
consequence o f the difference in their collisional histories).
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Figure 2.1 Mass distribution by particle mass for sporadic (dust
cloud) and typical stream meteoroids (from Hughes, 1978).

2.2.2

Flux of Sporadic M eteoroids. Sporadic meteoroids are examined first, be

cause, despite the fact that they do not responsible for the visually spectacular meteor
showers, they contribute much more metal to the upper atmosphere than do stream me
teoroids. This section begins with a description of the annual mass influx to the Earth.
Then diurnal and seasonal variations in this flux are detailed.
Meteoroids are detected by three means: visual observation of the luminosity pro
duced by de-excitation of atoms and molecules along the ablation path; radar detection
of the trail of ions left in the wake of the meteoroid; and examination of impact craters
on satellite-borne targets. Hughes [1978] has estimated the annual mass influx, deduced
from observations made by these three techniques. Figure 2.2a shows the flux of spo
radic meteoroids as a function of particle mass.

Note that the apparent discontinuity
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between the satellite and radar values, occurring at a meteoroid mass of approximately
10' 6 g, has been resolved by subsequent observations (Hunten et al., 1980; Love and
Brownlee, 1993). The annual mass influx as a function of particle mass is given in Fig
ure 2.2b. Integration o f this curve yields the annual mass influx to the Earth, the value of
which is 16100 metric tons, with most o f the mass is contained in meteoroids with mass
10‘6to 10' 2 grams. Hughes’ estimate of the sporadic influx remains widely accepted, but
recent satellite observations suggest a higher annual influx of 40000 ± 20000 metric tons
(Love and Brownlee, 1993). In this work, Hughes’ estimate, 16100 metric tons, has
been adopted. This is equivalent to 44 tons per day, which gives an average mass flux
incident on the atmosphere of lxlO ' 16 g/fcm2 /s. The actual flux at any instant at a given
location will generally differ from this value. The variation in flux is systematic, with
both diumal and seasonal components.

L °8 „

Pori.ci«

MOM

(g)

Log,„ Porliclo

H a ts

(g )

Figure 2.2 Sporadic meteoroid mass influx into the atmosphere:
(a) flux as a function of particle mass; (b) annual mass influx over
logio particle mass interval (based on Hughes, 1978).
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The temporal variation in flux is due predominantly to the m otion o f the Earth
through the interplanetary dust cloud. As the Earth orbits the Sun, its leading face will
intercept more meteoroids. Thus, one would expect the highest flux at daw n, and the
lowest at dusk. In addition a seasonal effect is anticipated, since the E arth’s rotational
axis is not normal to the ecliptic plane (the tilt angle is -23°). As the Earth revolves
about the Sun, the Northern Hemisphere leads in September, and the Southern Hemi
sphere leads in M arch... thus producing a flux enhancement in the autum n m onths. The
magnitude of the seasonal and diurnal variation in the flux can be estim ated by adopting
a simple model for the interplanetary dust cloud in the vicinity of the Earth.
Assume that the sporadic meteoroids are uniformly distributed in space with a Max
wellian heliocentric velocity distribution. If the Earth was nonrotating and at rest within
the dust cloud, one can easily show that the flux o f meteoroids would be constant eve
rywhere around the Earth; call this flux Fa. Now adopt a coordinate system with origin
at the center o f the Earth, the x-axis in the direction o f orbital m otion, and the y-axis di
rected toward the Sun. Let the orbital velocity o f the Earth be given by v G. In term s of
polar spherical coordinates (polar angle

0

; azimuthal angle tp), the flux is no longer the

same everywhere, but rather becomes
e smS0c“ 2(p +-N/'irsin 0 c o s (p (l+ e //(s in 0 cos<p)j,

(2 . 1 )

where it has been reasonably assumed that ^ m v ] ~ k T , since the average speed o f the
meteoroids (effectively characterized by a temperature, T) is on the order o f the E arth’s
orbital speed (-3 0 km/s).
In order to relate the result expressed in equation (2.1) to a specific location on the
Earth’s surface, one must make a suitable coordinate transformation, accounting for the
tilt o f the rotational axis and the rotation o f the Earth about that axis. W ithin the original
coordinate system, the Earth’s axis is tilted from the z-axis by a constant angle a (23°),
and precesses clock-wise about the z-axis with a period of one year. The precession can
be expressed in terms of the angle p, measured clock-wise from the y-axis (P=0° corre
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sponds to the June solstice, {5=90° to the Septem ber equinox, etc.). The program for
transforming from the original coordinates to a system fixed in the rotating Earth pro
ceeds as follows. Form an intermediate coordinate (xyz)' system by rotating the (xyz)
system by a about the x-axis, then rotating by P about the original z-axis. The x'-axis
will be in the x-y plane, and the z'-axis coincides with the E arth’s axis. From the primed
system , rotate by an angle y to get to a system fixed in the Earth. N ote that y varies
uniformly in tim e with a period o f one day. The transformation is illustrated in Figure
2.3. By application of the transform ation one can express sin0 coscp in equation (2.1) in
term s o f trigonometric functions involving a , P, y, and the geographic latitude (the re
sulting expression is quite complicated).

z \ Z"

(a)

F igure 2.3 Coordinate transform ation (described in the text) used
in the model for the flux sporadic m eteoroids. Step (a) is an inter
mediate; the double-primed system (b) is fixed in the Earth.
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Equation (2.1), coupled with the above described coordinate transformation, was
used to generate Figure 2.4, which shows the relative meteoroid flux (F/F0) as a function
o f latitude and local time on four selected days. The diurnal variation is evident with a
maximum occurring at 0600 LT and a minimum at 1800 LT. The effect is strongest at
low latitudes. Another interesting feature is that the variation is not in the form of a
perfect sinusoid, but rather is more sharply peaked in the morning than in the afternoon.
As can be seen in Figure 2.5, the form of the diurnal variation in flux predicted by the
model matches observations quite well. The occurrence of the maximum flux at ~0400
LT, and the minimum at -1600 LT, rather than 0600 LT and 1800 LT, results from ob
servational selection (Hughes and Stephenson, 1972), not a defect in the model. Also
obvious from Figure 2.4 is a strong seasonal dependence in intensity o f the meteoric in
flux.
Integration of equation (2.1) over a day allows one to calculate the average daily
flux. Figure 2.6 shows the daily relative flux <F/F q> over the period o f a year at selected
latitudes. The variation over time clearly is seasonal with the tw o hemispheres 180° out
o f phase. Once again the variation is only approximately sinusoidal. Interestingly, the
daily influx has a more complicated latitudinal dependence than does the instantaneous
flux.

During the autumn, daily flux tends to increase with latitude, while during the

spring months the daily flux decreases with latitude. Finally, note that the peak daily flux
is much less than the value at 0600 LT, as expected by consideration of the averaging
process. The observational record generally confirms the seasonal variation in daily me
teoroid flux predicted by the model (Hughes, 1978). However, when the seasonal effect
is subtracted from the data, the result is not F0, as expected, but rather maximizes be
tween October and December and minimizes in April and May, in both hemispheres (see
Figure 2.7). This has been attributed to an actual difference in the distribution of mete
oroids about the Sun. Thus, to apply the results of the model developed above to calcu
lations of flux on a given day, one should apply a multiplicative factor derived from ob
servation to correct for the nonuniformity of the meteoroid distribution. For example,
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examination of Figure 2.7 suggests a correction factor of 0.8 for March and 1.2 for
September.
Using Hughes’ estimate o f F0, lxlO ' 1 6 g/cm 2 /s, and noting that 11.5% of this is iron,
one can use the model to calculate the iron flux for different latitudes and dates. Table
2 .1

shows the average daily iron flux, determined for four different days at a variety of

latitudes. Note that a correction for the spatial nonuniformity of the cosmic dust cloud
has been applied. Of the influx o f iron shown in Table 2.1, most will be liberated in the
upper atmosphere as neutral atoms, some will be ionized, while a portion will remain in
solid form as a part of incompletely ablated meteoroids. These factors are addressed
later in this chapter.
T able 2.1 Model-derived Average Daily Fe Flux ( x lO 17 g/cm 2 /s).
LA T/D ATE

21 Sep

21 Dec

21 M ar

21 J u n

90N

2.54

1.38

0.42

0.92

75N

2.53

1.42

0.45

0.94

60N

2.49

1.54

0.56

1.03

45N

2.41

1.71

0.71

1.14

30N

2.30

1.85

0.91

1.23

15N

2.14

1.96

1.09

1.31

0 0 0

1.91

2 .0 0

1.27

1.34

15S

1.65

1.96

1.42

1.31

30S

1.36

1.85

1.53

1.23

45S

1.07

1.71

1.61

1.14

60S

0.84

1.54

1.65

1.03

75S

0.67

1.42

1 .6 8

0.94

90S

0.64

1.38

1.69

0.92
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(a)

RELATIVE

FLU X

(b )
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L O CA L TIM E

(c)

RELATIVE
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(d)
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12
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LOCAL T IM E

F igure 2.4 Relative instantaneous sporadic meteoroid flux at
selected latitudes, based on model calculations for the: (a)
March equinox; (b) June solstice; (c) September equinox; and
(d) December solstice.
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26

Universal time (hr)

F ig u re 2.5 Observed sporadic m eteor flux (proportional to the
“echo rate”) m easured with a radar near Sheffield, England (lat. 53°
26' N, long. 1° 35' W) from Hughes and Stephenson [1972],
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MONTH

Figure 2.6 Average daily relative flux o f sporadic meteoroids,
<F/Fo>, as a function of month-of-the-year for selected latitudes.

Figure 2.7 Observed annual variation in sporadic meteoroid flux
with the seasonal effect removed: solid line - Southern Hemisphere
(Weiss, 1957); dashed line - Northern Hemisphere (Kresakova and
Kresak, 1955). (taken from Hughes, 1978).
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2.2.3

Flux o f Stream M eteoroids. The influx o f stream m eteoroids is extremely

periodic in nature. Whenever the Earth’s orbit intersects that o f a comet (perhaps ex
tinct) an influx o f stream meteoroids occurs. The time o f passage through the region
about the com et’s orbit populated by particles determines the dates for which stream
meteors are incident upon the Earth. Thus, stream m eteoroids associated with a given
comet typically appear annually over a definite period o f tim e, on the order o f days.
A distinguishing characteristic o f stream meteoroids is that their flux has a welldefined direction, closely related to the orbit o f the parent comet. Hence, stream mete
ors appear to emanate from a specific place in the sky, called the radiant. The orienta
tion of the radiant is usually specified in GEI (geocentric equatorial inertial) coordinates.
In this coordinate system, the angle to the radiant, measured from the equatorial plane, is
called the declination (positive to the north), while the angle measured from the vernal
equinox is called the right ascension.

Table 2.2 gives characteristics o f four major

streams. In the table the equivalent duration is the duration the m eteor shower would
have if all of the influx occurred at the peak flux, and the flux-to-radiant is the peak flux
through a plane normal to the radiant. Since the Earth is spherical in shape the flux-toradiant represents the maximum flux incident on the Earth, and would only occur at one
location on the globe at any given instant in time. Figure 2.8 shows the average daily
flux relative to the peak flux for the four major streams. The values plotted are all less
than one due to the process o f averaging the flux over a day. It is clear that the sporadic
flux is much larger than even the peak stream fluxes. For example, at a latitude of 60°N
the average daily mass flux on the peak day (in g/cm 2 /s) is 2 .5 x l0 '18, 2 .3 x l0 19, 6.0xl0'20,
and 1.3xl0'18, for the Quadrantid, Perseid, Orionid, and Geminid streams, respectively.
The sporadic (mass) fluxes on the peak days are 1 .4 x l0 '17, 2 .1 x l0 '17, 2 .4 x l0 '17, and
1.7xl0 ' 17 g/cm 2 /s.

Clearly, the sporadic mass influx is much greater than that from

streams. However, a greater portion o f the stream m eteoroids ablates, so that the above
figures overstate the contribution of the sporadic meteors to the population o f metallic
atoms and ions in the atmosphere.
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000

30N

60N

LATITUDE

F igure 2.8 Model-derived average daily flux o f stream meteoroids
relative to peak flux for four major streams. The “humps” in the
plots for the Geminid and Orionid streams occur at latitudes above
which the Earth is bathed by the shower throughout the entire day.
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TABLE 2.2 Characteristics o f M ajor M eteoroid Streams.

Date
(peak)
Right Ascension
(radiant)
Declination
(radiant)
Equiv. Duration
(days)
Geocentric Vel.
(km/s)
Mass Flux-to-Radiant
(gm/cm2/s)

2.2.4

Quadrantid
3 Jan

Perseid
12 Aug

O rionid
21 O ct

Geminid
14 Dec

230.1°

46.2°

94.5°

112.3°

48.5°

57.4°

15.8°

32.5°

0.7

8 .8

8 .2

5.6

41.5

59.4

66.4

34.4

. xlO ' 18

2 .4 x l0 ' 17

3 .3 x l0 17

2

.8 x l 0

' 18

1 8

M eteoroid Ablation. To this point, estim ates o f the influx o f meteoric m atter

into the atmosphere have been developed, but several questions remain, e.g., what por
tion o f the meteoroid mass actually ablates in the atm osphere, at what altitudes is m ete
oric iron deposited, and how much o f it is initially ionized? By considering the theory of
m eteor ablation, one can see how a m eteoroid’s initial mass and geocentric velocity de
termine the answers to the above questions.
Theoretical study of the process o f ablation has been well-developed over the past
forty years (e.g., Opik, 1958; Lebedinets et al., 1973; Bronshten, 1983). The basic ap
proach is to simultaneously solve the momentum, the energy, and the ablation equations
(the ablation equation relates the rate o f mass loss to the heating o f the meteoroid).
Since the diameter o f most meteoroids is much less than the mean free path o f the at
mospheric molecules in the region where ablation is observed to occur, the physics can
be modeled in terms o f individual atmospheric particles colliding with the meteoroid.
Qualitatively, the main results of the theory are: (1) for m eteoroids with the same initial
mass, those with higher geocentric velocities ablate higher up; ( 2 ) for meteoroids with
the same geocentric velocity, those with larger mass burn up low er in the atmosphere.
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Hunten et al. [1980] applied the theory to the sporadic com ponent of the meteoric inflax.
Their analysis indicates that most ablation should occur between 80 and 100 km, with a
peak at 84 km. Hunten et al. note that their estimate is subject to uncertainty relating to
imprecise knowledge of the velocity and mass distributions of the meteoroid population.
Additionally, the theory itself relies upon poorly known physical param eters, e.g., a co
efficient relating conversion of kinetic energy to heat. Thus, a comparison of the Hunten
model with observations is in order. Representative results o f radar and lidar studies of
the ablation altitude of sporadic m eteoroids are shown Figure 2.9. Both types of obser
vations indicate that ablation occurs about 5-10 km higher than theoretically predicted,
nominally peaking at 90-95 km. Recent radar observations suggest that stream m eteor
oids ablate higher than for the sporadic com ponent with a peak at -1 0 5 km, distributed
symmetrically about the peak with a full-width-half-maximum value of

2 0

km and signifi

cant ablation up to at least 140 km (Olsson-Steel and Elford, 1987; Elford and OlssonSteel, 1988; Steel and Elford, 1991). These results are consistent with ablation theory,
since stream meteoroids have much higher geocentric velocities than do the sporadics,
and thus are expected to burn up higher in the atmosphere.
Observed lidar meteors

0
1inI
:
-

0

5
I

L

10
|

15

i

20

|

25

|

Radar meteor trails
(Hess and Geller, 1976)
H
Lidar

30
~

/

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

1.2

Normalized model and radar meteors

F igure 2.9 Height distribution of m eteor ablation: comparison of
theoretical model with observations (from Kane and Gardner,
1993).
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Ablation theory also can be applied to the problem of the “residual mass” o f the me
teoroid influx. Residual mass is simply that part of the influx which does not ablate, but
rather remains in the solid state (forming meteorites or dust). Nicol et al. [1985] have
shown that the degree of ablation is strongly related to the initial velocity of the m eteor
oid. Their theoretical analysis indicates that for geocentric velocity greater than 24 km/s,
there is no appreciable residual mass.

Since the stream meteoroids have velocities

greater than this value, one expects them to completely bum up in the atmosphere. On
the other hand, recall that the velocity o f sporadic meteoroids is lower, averaging -1 5
km/s. Nicol et al. estimate that at this initial velocity, the final mass of meteoroids, hav
ing an initial mass in the range 1 CT6 to

1 0 '2

g, is -

1 0 '6

g (those smaller than

1 0 '6

g don’t

ablate at all). Using the distribution o f sporadic meteoroid sizes given earlier (Figure
2.1), a rough estimate of the portion o f the sporadic mass influx that is ablated is -75% ,
i.e., only

-1 2 0 0 0

of the 16100 metric tons incident upon the atmosphere annually is de

posited in the upper atmosphere as neutral atoms or ions.
The degree of ionization o f the atoms ablating from a meteoroid is also strongly de
pendent upon the geocentric velocity of the meteoroid. When an atom ablates it initially
retains approximately the same velocity as its parent body, and hence a good deal o f ki
netic energy. It will typically collide with a number of air molecules before being re
duced to thermal energy, losing energy via elastic scattering, excitation, and ionization.
The probability, that a given atom is ionized in the process of this series of collisions, is
termed the ionizing probability, p. Slattery and Friichtenicht [1967] conducted experi
ments in the laboratory, which replicate the physical conditions prevailing in the upper
atmosphere under which ablation occurs. They found that the ionizing probability for
iron can be expressed as

)3 = 5.9 6 x 10~6v 212

( 2 .2)

where velocity here is in km/s. A theoretical study by Sida [1969] showed that /3 «= v 2 5
for iron which is in reasonable agreement with the experimental results. However, Sida’s
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model predicts an ionizing probability at least an order o f magnitude smaller (see Table
2.3). To date the discrepancy between experiment and theory has not been reconciled.
In this thesis, the experimentally deduced results o f Slattery and Friichtenicht have been
adopted.
To appreciate the influence o f ablation physics on the flux o f iron atoms and ions into
the atmosphere, consider Table 2.4 which gives fluxes on the peak shower days from
both stream and sporadic meteoroids, calculated at a latitude of 60°N. Both the effect of
incomplete ablation, and the ionization probability are incorporated in the calculated
fluxes. Stream meteoroids can significantly enhance the flux o f Fe+ (while the shower is
ongoing), since the iron ablated from them is predominantly ionized. W hether this in
crease in the flux can by itself produce enough ions to form a specific thin layer is ad
dressed in the next section. However, it should be noted that the sporadic influx is by far
the greater source of iron in the upper atmosphere, when considered on an annual basis.

T A B L E 2.3 Ionizing Probability (/J) for Fe for Various Geocentric Velocities.
SO U RC E / v 0 (km/s)
S lattery & Friichtenicht
(experim ental)
Sida
(theoretical)

50

60

0.594

-1

- 1

0.026

0.057

2 0

30

40

0.068

0.242

0 .0 0 1

0.009

0.107

T A B L E 2.4 Calculated Fe & Fe+ Flux at 60°N for Sporadic and Stream Meteoroids.
Fe Flux (cm 'V 1)
S tream
S p o rad ic

Fe+ Flux (cm 'V 1)
S tre a m
S poradic
1 8

. x l0 4

3.1 x 1 0

5

2.5xl0 3

4.5x10 3

0

1.9xl0 5

6.4x10 2

5.3xl0 3

9.0xl0 3

1.3xl0 5

5.2xl0 3

3.6x10 3

3 Ja n

9.0x10 3

l.lx lO 5

12 Aug

0

1 6

21 Oct
14 Dec

. x l0

3
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2.2.5

Meteoroids and Metallic Layers. Knowing that there is an influx of metal

ions into the upper atmosphere, a natural question is how long would it take to accumu
late enough ions to form a layer, neglecting transport and chemistry? An estimate can be
crafted using the results previously developed in this chapter. For the purposes of this
calculation, consider a layer located at 60°N latitude, having a thickness o f 2 km with a
uniform density of 1x10s cm'3. Assume that the layer consists exclusively o f Fe+ (neglect
o f the other major meteoric constituent, M g, is justified, since its ionizing probability is
much lower than that of Fe). Neglect chemical sources/sinks and horizontal transport.
The maximum instantaneous flux from sporadic meteoroids occurs at 0600 LT on 21
September. At that time the flux o f Fe+ is 9.0x10 3/cm 2/s, and it would require - 2 6 days
to deposit enough ions to form the layer. Since the instantaneous Fe+ flux varies widely
over the course of a day (down to 2.5x10 3 /cm 2 /s, at 1800 LT), a more meaningful esti
mate can be made using the daily flux.

Using the average daily flux for that date

(6 .8xl0 3 /cm 2 /s), the accumulation time is - 3 4 days. Since layers formed through the
action of electric fields arise within tens o f minutes (this will be elaborated upon in the
next chapter), it appears clear that the influx of sporadic meteoroids cannot produce ions
rapidly enough to account for the formation of a specific thin metallic layer.
A similar assessment can be made o f the impact o f meteoroid streams, by calculating
the maximum density attainable in a

2

km thick layer assuming all of the ions deposited

by the stream are uniformly distributed within the layer. The estimate is again made at a
latitude of 60°N, with horizontal transport neglected. The maximum densities (in cm'3)
would be 5 .4xl03, 9.5xl03, 2 .3 x l0 3, and 1.3xl0 4 for the Quadrantids, Perseids, Orionids,
and Geminids, respectively. These densities could only be attained after the entire me
teor shower had occurred, typically several days in each case. It is apparent that deposi
tion o f ions by the meteoroid streams is not likely to be responsible for the formation of
the dense ion layers observed in this study, which have densities exceeding

1 0

s cm ' 3 (see

Chapter 4).
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Several observational studies have aimed to establish the relationship between the
meteoroid influx and the occurrence o f sporadic E , however their results are unclear and
sometimes contradictory (Whitehead, 1989).

Some evidence indicates a tim e-lagged

correlation (increase in E s following an increase in influx): 3-9 hours (Hedberg, 1976) or
1-2 weeks (Sinno, 1980).

However, in a comprehensive study, Baggaley and Steel

[1984] find no correlation between m eteor showers and the observation o f sporadic E.
This confusing state o f affairs is taken to support the conclusion drawn from the simple
calculations made earlier, i.e., direct m eteoroid influx cannot alone account for the for
mation of a given thin ion layer, although variations in the flux may account for varia
tions in the rate o f occurrence of layers over longer time scales.
2.3 Iron Chemistry
As is true with the other m etals in the atm osphere (except perhaps Na), the chemistry
o f Fe is not well understood.

Tw o challenges hinder advancement in the quest for

knowledge in this area. The first is that rate coefficients for many key reactions are only
speculative, although laboratory research should ameliorate this problem within a few
years (J.M.C. Plane, personal comm unication, 1994). The second problem is com m on in
atmospheric chemistry, i.e., the very identification o f the im portant reactions.

F ortu

nately, consideration of a simple chemical model is sufficient to determine the relative
importance o f chemistry in the formation o f thin ion layers.
Kane and Gardner [1993a] have proposed a model for Fe chemistry in the upper a t
mosphere, which is similar to a well-known model developed by Brown [1973]. The
chief difference between the two is the inclusion of reactions with CO 2 in the former,
which provides for FeCC>3 to serve as an Fe “ sink” at altitudes less than 80 km. Table
2.5 shows the reactions incorporated into their model (note that photoionization o f Fe
and neutralization of Fe+ were not included, since both proceed at an extremely slow
rate).

Kane and Gardner showed that in chemical equilibrium (neglecting transport)

most atmospheric iron is in neutral atomic form between 80 and 90 km, and is Fe+ above
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90 km . This is in agreement with Brown’s model, and is consistent with many ion ob
servations (e.g., Narcisi, 1971; Zbinden et al., 1975; Steinweg et al., 1992) which show
Fe+ peaking between 90 and 95 km, while lidar measurements o f neutral Fe (e.g., Alpers
e t al., 1990; Kane and Gardner, 1993a) show the background Fe layer to be peaked at
~85 km. Table 2.6 gives reasonable values for the densities o f the background neutral
atm ospheric constituents and primary ions assumed for the subsequent analysis (based on
Rees, 1989), while Table 2.7 presents the associated time constants for the reactions in
the model.

T A B L E 2.5 Fe Chemistry Model (Kane and Gardner, 1993a).
Rate Coefficient

Reaction #

Reaction

1

FeO + 0 —> Fe + O 2

1 0 ' 11

cm3/s

2

Fe + O 3 —> FeO + O 2

1 0 10

cm3/s

3

FeO + CO 2 + M —> FeC 0 3 + M

1 0 '27

cm6/s

4

FeC 0 3 + 0 —) Fe + CO 2 + O 2

1 0 13

cm3/s

5a

Fe + NO+ -> Fe+ + NO

1 0 ‘9

cm 3/s

1 0 '9

cm3/s

5b

Fe +

0 2

+ —> Fe+ + O 2

6

Fe+ + O 2 + M —> Fe 0 2 + + M

7

Fe+ + O 3 —> FeO+ + O 2

8

F e 0 2+ + 0 -> FeO+ + 0 2

1 0

'3° cm6/s

1.5xlO'1 0 cm3/s
1 0 ' 10

cm3/s

' cm3/s

9

FeO+ + O

10

Fe 0 2 + + e' —> Fe + O 2

2x1 O' 6 cm3/s

11

FeO+ + e' —>Fe + 0

4x10 ‘7 cm3/s

Fe+ + 0 2

1 0 10
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T able 2.6 Assumed Background Atmosphere (number density in cm '3).
80 km

90 km

[0 3]

lxlO 9

lxlO 8

4 x l0 6

1x10s

5 x l0 3

[ C 0 2]

3 x l0 10

2x10'°

3 x l0 9

2 x l0 8

2 x l0 7

[0 ]

1x10®

2xlOn

2x10"

1x10"

5 x l0 10

[0 2]

7 x l0 13

lx lO 13

2 x l0 12

3x10"

4 x l0 10

[N2]

3 x l0 14

6 x l0 13

7 x l0 12

lxlO 12

3x10"

[ N 0 ++ 0 2 ]

lxlO 1

lxlO 3

lxlO 4

lxlO 4

lxlO 4

ne

lxlO2

lxlO 3

lxlO 4

lxlO 4

lxlO 4

1 0 0

km

1 1 0

km

km

1 2 0

T able 2.7 Time Constants for Reactions in the Fe Model (seconds).
R eaction #

80 km

90 km

1

1000

0.5

0.5

1

2

2

10

100

3000

lxlO 5

2 x l0 6

3

90

700

4 x l0 4

4 x l0 6

lxlO 8

4

1x10s

50

50

100

200

5a& b

lxlO 8

lxlO 6

1x10s

lxlO 5

1x10s

6

40

1000

5 x l0 4

2 x l0 6

6 x l0 7

7

7

70

2000

7 x l0 4

lxlO 6

8

100

0.05

0.05

0.1

0.2

9

100

0.05

0.05

0.1

0.2

1 0

5000

500

50

50

50

11

3xl04

3000

300

300

300

1 0 0

km

1 1 0

km

1 2 0

km
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The model of Kane and Gardner is used below to investigate several issues of interest
in the study of metallic thin layers: the stability of Fe+ as a function of altitude; the re
generation of a background Fe+ layer depleted by, e.g., vertical transport; and the influ
ence o f auroral precipitation on enhancement the Fe+ population. A schematic represen
tation of the model is given in Figure 2.10, with calculated portions o f total iron residing
(in chemical equilibrium) in Fe+, Fe, FeO, and FeC 0 3 , shown in Table 2..8.

F igure 2.10 Schematic of the Kane-Gardner iron chemistry model.

T ab le 2.8 Equilibrium Portions of Total Iron in Various Species (model-derived).
80 km

90 km

100 km

110 km

120 km

F e+

~ 0

0.737

0.989

~ 1

~1

Fe

~ 0

0.262

0 .0 1 1

~ 0

~ 0

FeO

0 .0 0 1

0 .0 0 1

~ 0

~ 0

~ 0

FeC 03

0.999

~ 0

~ 0

~ 0

~ 0
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How stable is Fe+ at a given altitude? W ithout further analysis, it is apparent from
Table 2.8 that Fe+ m ust be extremely stable at altitudes above 100 km , since the model
predicts that in equilibrium virtually all iron is in the ionic form. A t the other extreme,
suppose that Fe+ is suddenly introduced into the atmosphere at 80 km , and further as
sume that the atmosphere had been in chemical equilibrium (i.e., virtually no Fe+ was ini
tially present). The fraction o f the Fe+ enhancement remaining, as a function o f time, is
given by
(2.3)
where time is in seconds. The system will rapidly approach equilibrium; less than 25% of
the Fe+ remains after 10 s, and the fraction falls to less than 5% within a minute. This
calculation indicates that Fe+ is effectively lost from the atmosphere, if it is transported to
below -8 0 km. The situation is slightly more complicated at altitudes where the Fe+
concentration at equilibrium is on the same order as another constituent, e.g., at 90 km
where the atomic Fe concentration is close to that o f the ionic form. N ow suppose that
the system is initially in chemical equilibrium. Then if the Fe+ concentration is rapidly
increased by a factor o f two (up to 84.9% of total iron), the system will adjust to a new
equilibrium, with Fe+ again comprising 73.7% o f total iron. As a fraction o f Fe+ concen
tration prior to the introduction o f additional ions, the approach to equilibrium is given
by
(2.4)

With a time constant greater than 200 hours, it is clear that an enhancem ent o f Fe+ con
centration at 90 km has a long lifetime. Taken together, the above observations indicate
that Fe+ is stable for time-scales on the order o f days for altitudes above 90 km, but that
between 80 and 90 km, there is an abrupt transition to a situation for which an enhance
ment o f [Fe+] is chemically removed within a few seconds.
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N ow suppose that chemical equilibrium exists, when suddenly the Fe+ layer is re
m oved. H ow rapidly does the system to return to equilibrium, thus regenerating a por
tion o f the lost Fe+? To address this question, again consider an altitude o f 90 km, and
assum e no transport or influx o f iron. First, note that the equilibrium portion o f Fe+ will
rem ain unchanged at 73.7% . If the original concentration of Fe+ was 104 cm'3, then the
new equilibrium concentration will be only -2 6 0 0 cm 3, coming from the neutral atom
population via reaction #5. As a fraction o f the final equilibrium, the approach to equi
librium is given by
■

= \-e ~ '/im>

(2.5)

final

Thus, the time constant for regeneration o f lost Fe+ is - 2 hours. Again it must be em 
phasized that only a part o f the original concentration will be obtained, unless more iron
enters the system.
It seems plausible that an increase in [NO*] and [CV], due to intense auroral precipi
tation down to altitudes at which Fe atom s reside, might cause a significant increase in
[Fe+] via reaction #5. To check this assertion, suppose that [N 0 +]+ [ 0 2 +] increases by
tw o orders of magnitude to 10s cm ' 3 at an altitude o f 90 km. According to the model,
the equilibrium fraction of iron in Fe+ would only increase very slightly, from 0.737 to
0.738. The reason that the increase is so small is that an increase in electron density,
which necessarily accompanies enhancem ent o f the ion population, accelerates reactions
#10 and #11. This has the effect o f converting Fe+ to Fe , substantially negating the im
pact o f the increase in the rate o f reaction #5.
Before leaving this section, a discussion o f the impact of photoionization on the
population of Fe+ is in order. Photoionization for metallic gases proceeds very slowly.
Sw ider [1969] analyzed this process for various metals assuming an unattenuated flux of
solar radiation, thus establishing upper limits on the rate o f photoionization in the Eregion. The resulting time constant for Fe is 2 x l0 6 s (over 23 days). Clearly, photoioni
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zation is much less important source o f Fe+ than is charge transfer, justifying its exclu
sion from the model.
2.4 Vertical Distribution o f Fe+ in the Upper Atmosphere
Based on the preceding analysis, one can draw several conclusions about the source
o f Fe+ in the upper atmosphere. M ost of the iron (and other metals) entering the atmos
phere does so below

1 0 0

km through the ablation o f sporadic meteoroids, and is initially

in the form of neutral atoms (however, a significant portion o f the neutral atoms depos
ited above 90 km is eventually ionized through charge transfer).

Stream meteoroids

supply a much smaller quantity o f iron to the system, but do so in impulsive surges. This
contribution tends to be deposited higher than in the case o f the sporadics (perhaps as
high as 140 km with a peak at 105 km) and is largely in ionic form. Evaluation of inci
dent fluxes show marked diurnal and seasonal variations in the sporadic component, and
inherent periodicity for the stream meteoroids, with strong latitudinal dependencies in
both cases. However, the magnitude o f both sporadic and stream fluxes is too small to
account for the formation of a given layer, ions trickle into the system too slowly to ac
count for the rapid rate at which thin layers are observed to grow.
The chemistry of Fe+ also has implications for the height distribution o f that ion in the
atmosphere. Fe+ should essentially vanish between an altitude of 80 and 90 km. Fur
thermore, Fe+ should be the most abundant species containing iron above 95-100 km.
Measurements made using rocket-borne mass spectrometers are consistent with the
above picture. For example, the results of four observations made by Steinweg et al.
[1992] over northern Scandinavia are shown in Figure 2.11. Flights F I and F2 were
launched from Andpya, Norway (69.17°N, 16.02°E), while F3 and F4 were launched
from Kiruna, Sweden (67.88°N, 21.10°E). In each case, Fe+ is the m ost abundant metal
lic ion, and exists primarily in the altitude range in which most meteoroid ablation is
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Figure 2.11 Rocket-borne mass spectrometer measurements of
metallic ions over northern Scandinavia. Flights F1&2 were made
at Andpya, Norway, F3&4 at Kiruna, Sweden, (from Steinweg et
al., 1992).
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expected. The rapid drop off of Fe+ between 80 and 90 km is predicted by the chemical
model. Also, note that a thin layer (superimposed on the background layer) is present
for F4, but has a rather low peak density (~ 4xl0 4 cm '3).
However, if these measurements are indicative o f the normal state of the background
metallic ion layer, a major problem exists for explaining both the dense thin layers ob
served above 105 km (e.g., Bristow and Watkins, 1993), and the multiple layers seen
descending from the upper E-region following nodes in the neutral wind structure (e.g.,
Turunen et al., 1993). Where do the ions come from for these layers? An obvious pos
sibility is the vertical transport of ions (note that transport was explicitly ignored in the
discussion o f meteoric deposition and metallic chemistry). A reevaluation of cases FI
and F2 from the observations of Steinweg et al. [1992] provides a clue that transport
driven by the convective electric field is at work. Notice that the metallic layer is much
weaker on 26 November 1988 (FI), than it is only nine days later for F2. In fact the col
umn density on 5 December 1988 is nearly 20 times greater (an Fe+ column density of
5 .2 x l0 8 cm ' 2 for FI versus 120x10* cm ' 2 for F2). Incoherent-scatter radar measurements
o f the electric field were made simultaneously with the rocket launches (Rose et al.,
1992). They found a field of 38 mV/m directed 351° west of magnetic north (i.e., in the
NE quadrant) for F I, and 25 mV/m directed at 155° west of magnetic north (in the SW
quadrant) for F2. As will be shown in the next chapter, electric fields oriented in the NE
quadrant lead to uplift o f ions, while those in the SW quadrant lead to downward mo
tion. Thus, a plausible explanation of the difference in the two ion profiles is that the
background layer observed for FI had been depleted by uplift of the ions. This could be
the source of metals that are seen to form layers at higher altitudes. Furthermore, this
mechanism has been invoked to explain satellite observations of Fe+ in the F-region
where no significant meteoroid ablation should occur (Grebowsky and Pharo, 1985). In
the next chapter, the transport of metallic ions will be studied in considerable detail.
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CHAPTER 3
THEORETICAL STUDY OF THIN LAYER FORM ATION
3.1 Introduction
The purpose o f this chapter is to develop the theory o f the form ation o f thin metallic
ion layers, with emphasis on conditions when electric fields dom inate the neutral wind,
then apply it in a num ber o f situations to better understand the phenomenon.
The fundam ental task is to solve the ion m omentum equation. Analysis o f the result
ing velocity field alone yields significant insights into the nature o f the ion motion, be
cause at the altitudes of interest the metallic ions have extrem ely long lifetimes relative to
the time-scale o f the transport process. However, solution o f the m omentum equation is
only the starting point for this inquiry. To investigate such issues as the influence of the
initial ion distribution and the ion-neutral collision frequency on the time required for a
layer to form (or dissipate) under various electric field conditions, a one-dimensional
simulation is employed. This simulation solves the continuity equation in the vertical di
rection, using the velocity field derived from the m omentum equation to determine the
particle flux.
This chapter begins with a discussion o f the basic theory o f ion m otion, followed by a
description of the one-dimensional simulation. The basic theory is then employed to gain
a better understanding of the effect o f electric field direction on layer formation, and to
estimate the drift motion of layers already formed.

A foundation is established from

which the observations (detailed in Chapter 4) can be effectively interpreted. Further
m ore, the theoretical developments made here serve as vital role in the synthesis of a
heuristic model o f layer occurrence, which is introduced in C hapter 5.

44
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3.2 Basic Theoretical Model
3.2.1

M omentum Equation. The starting point for the analysis of the formation of

thin m etallic ion layers is the familiar ion m omentum equation
^ ■ + (v o V )v = ~ — + g + — ( E + v x B ) - v ( v - u ) ,
at
nm
m

(3.1)

where v is the ion velocity, p is ion pressure, n is ion number density, m is ion mass, g is
the acceleration due to gravity, q is the charge on an ion, E is the electric field, B is the
geom agnetic field (taken to be constant), v is the ion-neutral collision frequency, and u is
the velocity of the neutral wind.
It will be assumed that electric fields in the ionosphere map downward along geo
m agnetic field lines without attenuation (since the magnetic dip angle is large at high
latitudes, this is approximately equivalent to saying that the electric field is constant with
altitude). A number of theoretical studies (e.g., Farley, 1959; Chiu, 1974) have shown
this to be the case, so long as the scale length o f the electrostatic field is sufficiently
large, typically >10 km. The theoretical predictions have found support in the balloon
observations made by M ozer and Serlin [1969].
The terms on the left-hand side o f the equation (3.1) can be dropped (yielding the
stationary state equation), but this step requires further justification. If the electric field
and collision frequency are treated as constants, then the consequence of neglecting the
inertial terms is clear: this merely suppresses the gyromotion leaving the calculated field
to only include drift motion. However, the electric field varies with time, and the colli
sion frequency with altitude. The temporal variation in these terms is unimportant so
long as the time-scale of the variation is greater than v '1, the characteristic time-scale for
this problem. Meeting this requirement poses no difficulty, since v 1 is typically much
less than one second in the E-region (and even in the lower F-region), while the scale of
temporal variations in the convective electric field is on the order of minutes to hours.
The effect of the vertical variation of the collision frequency (which is proportional to the
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neutral particle density) is to create a gradient in the velocity field. If this gradient is
large, then the advective term on the left-hand side of equation (3.1) could become sig
nificant. The importance of the advective term can be checked by calculating the veloc
ity profile with the term neglected. Then the velocity gradient can be determined, and
the advective term compared to those retained on the right-hand side of the equation.
Such calculations show that the advective term is on the order o f 1 m/s2 or less, much
less than the acceleration due to gravity, indicating that the term is indeed negligible for
this problem.
After dropping the inertial terms, equation (3.1) can be solved for the ion velocity,
yielding

v=—
1 + JC

u + /c

+K-3
where

K

u x B + g -----Vp
H
B £2 mnQ.

E

- 2 _

B

+ K

2

(uoB)B

B2

(goB)B

(VpoB)B

(EqB)B'

B2Q.

B2mn£l

B3

,- 1

gxB

(VpxB)

BQ

BmnSl

ExB

1-----------------------

B2

(3.2)

= QJv (Q is the ion gyrofrequency, which is equal to 85 s'1 for Fe+). Consider

able simplification of this equation is possible, since several o f the terms are negligible.
Assume the ion to be Fe+, that the convective electric field strength exceeds 10 mV/m,
p
£
and that B = 5x10' T, then — = 0.1 m / s and — > 2 0 0 m / s .

B

Q

Assuming isothermal

conditions and that the ion density varies exponentially with altitude with scale height, H,
it can be readily shown that

mnQ

H

(where H is in meters). This term is at its larg-

est in the vicinity o f a thin layer, which will have a typical width on the order of a kilome
ter, so the pressure gradient term will not exceed -1 m/s, and will likely be much less
than this value. Retaining the neutral wind term for now (it will be treated separately in
section 3.2.3), it is clear that the gravitational and pressure gradient terms can be ne
glected in the first two terms in brackets (the terms proportional to k and k2, respec
tively). The term proportional to K3 merits special attention. It can be large at altitudes
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above - 200 km ( as can be appreciated from consideration o f Figure 3.1), but is negli
gible at the altitudes where layers are observed to form. The electric field here is the
ambipolar electric field, for which the associated velocity term will have magnitude on
the order o f the pressure gradient term, which should be quite small, as argued above.
Thus, it is assumed that the gravitational component dominates this term. Although ne
glected for now, the term proportional to

K 3 is

o f great significance in the development

of a conceptual model o f large-scale horizontal transport, described in Chapter 5.
Taking the above discussion into account, the expression for ion velocity can be
simplified to
[E u x B
1
V = ------ r-< U + K —+ -------- + K
l +K \
IB
B .

E x B + (uoB )B
B*

Bl

(3.3)

E is the convective electric field.
Before continuing, a coordinate system is introduced, so that equation (3.3) can be
expressed in useful form (see Figure 3.2). The y-axis is to the magnetic north, the z-axis
is vertically upward, and the x-axis completes the triad (being to the magnetic east). The
angle I is the inclination o f the geomagnetic field. A convenient convention is adopted
whereby the electric field (assumed to be perpendicular to the geomagnetic field) is ex
pressed in terms o f tw o vector components: E„ is in the y-z plane, positive towards the
magnetic north; and Ec is positive along the x-axis. Using this coordinate system, and
making the reasonable approximation that the neutral wind’s vertical component is usu
ally negligible in comparison to terms involving the horizontal wind o r the electric field,

1
U, + K

l +K

\E,
- - if
. B

1
s in / - K 1
IB J
.
a

v . =-

1

1

one obtains the below components from equation (3.3):
(3.4a)
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(GYROFREQ)/(COLLISION FREQ)

F igure 3.1 Plot o f K, the ratio o f gyrofrequency to collision fre
quency, for Fe+.
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Now consider equation (3.4c) with uz set to zero, to see the conditions under which
ions might converge at som e altitude, forming a layer. The vertical velocity m ust go to
zero fo r convergence, thus the required condition is
E. +

k E,

B

— + [« , -

s in /] = 0 .

z (u p )

Figure 3.2 Coordinate system adopted to write ion velocity com 
ponents (described in the text).
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(3.5a)

As will be shown in section 3.2.3, for an electric field >10 mV/m (not uncommon at po
lar latitudes) the electric field will dominate the neutral wind at most altitudes, so that the
condition for convergence becomes
(3.5b)

En + K E t = 0.

Upon reflection, one can see that the direction o f the electric field determines whether
and at what altitude convergence will occur. A “null” in the velocity profile is possible
(found by solving (3.5b)), if the electric field is directed to the magnetic northwest (NW)
o r southeast (SE). However, consideration o f equation (3.4c) shows that for the SE
case, ions move away from the null. Thus, a convergent (vertical) velocity field is estab
lished only when the electric field is directed to the NW (Nygren et al., 1984a). Note the
when the electric field is to the northeast (NE), ion motion is everywhere upward; while
when it is to the southwest (SW), ion motion is everywhere downward.

It has been

shown that layer formation is possible in the SW and SE cases (Bristow and Watkins,
1991; Kirkwood and von Zahn, 1991), because the magnitude o f the downward velocity
decreases with decreasing altitude, leading to a “piling up” o f ions into a relatively thick
layer. Figure 3.3 summarizes the above discussion.

NORTHWEST

NORTHEAST

CONVERGENT ION FLOW
(TO AN ALT GIVEN BY
SOLUTION OF EQTN 3.5b)

UPWARD ION FLOW
NO LAYER

SOUTHWEST

SOUTHEAST

DOWNWARD ION FLOW
“ THICK” LAYER
POSSIBLE

DIVERGENT ION FLOW
“ THICK” LAYER
POSSIBLE

F igure 3.3 Electric field direction and vertical ion motion.
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3.2.2
ter

K

Sensitivity to the Collision Frequency M odel. A discussion o f the parame

is in order, as it strongly influences the overall configuration of the ion velocity field

(see equations (3.3) and (3.4)), particularly the height of layer formation (as can be ap
preciated from equations (3.5a-b)). Recall that K is defined as Q/v. Q, given by qB/m,
can be calculated with a great deal of confidence. On the other hand, the ion-neutral
collision frequency, v, poses a bit more of a challenge.
Banks and Kockarts [1973] provided an expression for the ion-neutral collision fre
quency which remains widely quoted today (e.g., Kelley, 1989), and is equivalent to the
formulations developed in recent texts (e.g., Rees, 1989). Importantly, their model has
been adopted in earlier studies o f metallic thin layers (e.g., Nygren et al., 1984a; Bristow
and Watkins, 1991; Kirkwood and von Zahn, 1993). The Banks and Kockarts expres
sion for the collision frequency is

v i*

= (2 .6 x l0 -9)

(s’1),

(3.6)

where vm is the ion-neutral collision frequency (previously denoted without subscripts),
m„ is the mass o f a neutral particle, mi is the mass of an ion, n„ is the number density of
the neutral species (cm'3), Oo is the polarizability of a neutral particle (in units of 10'24
cm3), and /J.A is the reduced mass expressed in amu. Banks and Kockarts warn that this
expression may be inadequate, especially at temperatures above 300 K. Equation (3.6)
was derived based on the assumption that the primary interaction between ions and neu
trals is an induced dipolar attraction (which leads to a collision frequency without a de
pendence on temperature). At temperatures above -3 0 0 K, dipolar attraction is coun
tered by short-ranged quantum mechanical repulsion. At high temperatures, this repul
sion would dominate, yielding a collision frequency which varies as T m . Citing a lack of
high tem perature experimental data, Banks and Kockarts chose to model collisions over
all temperatures using the dipole interaction alone.
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Application o f the induced dipole model for the collisional frequency, depends upon
knowledge of the molecular polarizability and the number density of the neutral constitu
ents of the atmosphere. For the former, the values quoted by Banks and Kockarts have
been used here: 1.76, 1.59, and 0.79 for N2, O 2 , and O, respectively. The M SISE-90
thermospheric model (Hedin, 1991) has been used to calculate neutral densities. To ap
preciate the sensitivity o f the ion velocity to the collision frequency, consider Figures 3.4
and 3.5.
In Figure 3.4, the altitude o f convergence (Zc) for a northwesterly directed electric
field is shown has a function o f field direction for several multiples of the collision fre
quency derived from the model o f Banks and Kockarts (henceforth called the B-K
model). Notice that reducing the collision frequency tends to reduce the altitude o f con
vergence. This suggests that a systematic error in the collision frequency model may ac
count for a common problem in earlier theoretical analyses, i.e., the prediction o f alti
tudes of convergence higher than expected. This proposition can be tested experimen
tally by measuring the electric field and layer altitude, then applying equation (3.5b).
Although limited in number, observations made as a part of the present research project
support the assertion o f a systematic error in the collision frequency model (but do not
provide information on the source of that error). This issue will be further discussed in
Chapter 4.
In Figure 3.5, the vertical velocity profile is plotted for several multiples of the B-K
model. For smaller multiples (relatively fewer collisions at a given altitude), the effect of
the electric field penetrates deeper into the atmosphere. This would make a larger por
tion of the background metallic ion layer subject to efficient upward transport for a
northerly electric field, thus providing for more ions in upper reaches of the E-region.
This subject is revisited in section 3.4.
Since the possibility of a systematic error in the collision frequency has important
ramifications for the occurrence o f thin ion layers, this factor will be emphasized when
ever appropriate in the rem ainder of this chapter.
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ELECTRIC FIELD DIRECTION
(angle west of magnetic north (deg))

Figure 3.4 Sensitivity o f the altitude o f convergence to variations
in the collision frequency model. Multiples o f the B-K model
ranging from 0.1 to 10 are shown here.
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VERTICAL ION VELOCITY ( m / s )

F ig u re 3.5 Sensitivity of the vertical velocity o f Fe+ ions to the
model for collision frequency. Three multiples o f the B-K model
are shown. The electric field magnitude is 30 V/m. In (a) the field
is directed 315° west of magnetic north. In (b) the angle is 45°.
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3.2.3

Relative Effect o f the Neutral W ind.

Equations (3.3) and (3.4) can be

evaluated to define conditions under which the electric field should dominate the effect
o f the neutral wind on ion motion. Notice that the ion velocity is expressed as the sum
o f three terms which are powers o f k (proportional to k°, k 1, and K2, respectively). Since
k increases with altitude, each of the terms dominates at a different range of altitudes: k°
at very low altitudes, K1 at intermediate altitudes, and K2 at high altitudes. Physically,
this reflects the decreasing influence o f the neutral atmosphere on ion motion as altitude
increases, on account of a reduction in the collisional coupling between neutral particles
and ions.
Inspection o f the second and third terms invites a direct comparison between the
electric field and the neutral wind. In cases when

k

is large enough that the first term can

be ignored, the neutral wind is negligible if
4 »
uB

1-

(3-7)

The magnitude of the geomagnetic field at high latitudes is ~5xl04 nT, and the magni
tude of the neutral wind in the thermosphere is usually much less than 200 m/s (Hedin et
al., 1991). Thus, an electric field with strength greater than 10 mV/m will, to a good
approximation, determine the ion motion.
At lower altitudes, one cannot a priori ignore the term in K°. The threshold altitude,
below which the first term should be given consideration, is found by setting tc equal to
1. As can be seen in Figure 3.6, the altitude corresponding to this condition is from 105
to 120 km, depending on the selection of a model for collision frequency. Now suppose
one wishes to determine the altitude above which a given electric field dominates a wind
of a given magnitude. This can be accomplished by requiring

k

= uB/E, then solving for

the altitude. In the lower thermosphere, the neutral wind velocity is generally less than
100 m/s in the horizontal plane, and less than 10 m/s in the vertical direction. Thus, for
an electric field strength of 10 mV/m, K = 0.5 for a wind of 100 m/s, and k - 0.05 for a
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wind o f 10 m/s. The corresponding altitudes are shown in Figure 3.6. The horizontal
components o f the ion velocity become wind-dominated at higher altitudes than does the
vertical component, since the magnitude of the horizontal wind is usually greater than the
vertical component o f the neutral wind.

(GYROFREQ)/ (COLLISION FREQ)
Figure 3.6 Minimum altitude ( z ^ ) of domination o f a 10 mV/m
electric field over the neutral winds o f specified magnitude. The
situation for three multiples (0.1, 0.5, and 1.0) o f the B-K collision
frequency model are depicted
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In summary, an electric field with magnitude greater than - 1 0 mV/m will tend to
dominate the effect o f the neutral wind on ion motion (e.g., see Figures 3.7 and 3.8). As
can be seen in Figure 3.7, the assumption of a collision frequency less than the B-K
model accentuates the effect o f the electric field. This allows one to simplify the equa
tions for the ion velocity field by dropping the wind terms. However, at low enough alti
tudes the neutral wind becomes dom inant due to the exponential increase in collision fre
quency, which accompanies decreasing altitude. This serves to establish a lower bound
on the range of altitudes for which an electric field can effectively cause ions to move.
Thus, metallic ions in the lower portion of the background metal layer cannot be trans
ported upward into the upper E-region, unless a sufficiently strong northerly electric field
persists for a substantial duration of time. This topic will be taken up again in section
3.4.

Figure 3.7 Comparison of the effect of an electric field versus the
neutral wind on the vertical component of ion motion. Cases (a)
and (b) are for the B-K collision frequency multiplied by 1.0 and
0.1, respectively. For this example the electric field is set at 30
mV/m, directed 45° west of magnetic north. The wind used is from
HW M90 (Hedin et al., 1991) for 2300 UT, 20 July 1995, Ap = 9,
fl0 7 = 72, and fl0 7 a = 76, at Sondrestrom.
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Figure 3.8 Comparison o f the effect o f an electric field versus the
neutral wind on the horizontal com ponents o f ion motion. The B-K
m odel for collision frequency is used w ithout modification. For this
example the electric field is 30 m V/m, directed 45° west o f mag
netic north. The wind used is from H W M 90 (Hedin et al., 1991)
for 2300 UT, 20 July 1995, Ap = 9, fl0 7 = 72.0, and fl0 7 a = 76.9,
at Sondrestrom.

3.3 O ne-dim ensional Simulation
T o study the time evolution o f thin metallic ion layers, a one-dimensional model is
employed. The continuity equation is solved in the vertical direction. In Chapter 2, it
was shown that meteoric and chemical processes proceed slowly. This allows one to
neglect source and loss terms in the continuity equation, a significant simplification,
yielding
— + Vonv = 0,
dt

(3.8)

where n is the ion number density, and v is the ion velocity. Further assuming no hori
zontal variation in either n or v, equation (3.8) can be rew ritten as
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The vertical component of the ion velocity, vz, is given by equation (3.4c) with the
following modification: a term representing the pressure-gradient force is included. Al
though the pressure-gradient force is negligible almost everywhere, it m ust be considered
in the immediate vicinity o f a layer where the density gradient is large. Physically, the
pressure-gradient force establishes a minimum attainable layer thickness for a given
electric field.

From a computational standpoint, the failure to include the pressure-

gradient term invariably results in numerical instability. Therefore, assuming an isother
mal ion population (and that the neutral wind is negligible), the z-component of the ion
velocity used in this simulation is

where T is the ion temperature and q is the charge on an ion.
The continuity equation is solved explicitly, utilizing the well-known two-step LaxW endroff scheme (detailed in several sources, e.g., see Potter, 1973). The algorithm is
implemented by first calculating the density at intermediate tim e and space points:
(3.11a)
(3.11b)
where F is the particle flux, and the standard convention has been adopted wherein su
perscripts are associated with time steps, and subscripts with spatial steps. The results of
the auxiliary calculation are used to find the fluxes at the intermediate points, i.e.,
(3.12)
Finally, the density at the full time step is calculated using the intermediate fluxes via
(3.13)
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The two-step Lax-W endroff scheme is stable providing that the Courant-FriedrichsLewy condition is satisfied, i.e.,

Ar < 7—-r-

(3.14)

W
In practice, this condition was satisfied by adopting a spatial grid spacing o f 0.1 km, and
a time step o f 0.1 s.
The upper and lower limits in altitude for the simulation are 200 km and 80 km, re
spectively.

Dirichlet boundary conditions are adopted with the density values at the

boundaries fixed at their initial values. At the low er boundary this posed absolutely no
problem, since the ion velocity there is so small that the density changes little. At the
upper boundary, instabilities occasionally occurred, depending on the form o f the initial
condition assumed. However, the upper boundary is far enough removed from the alti
tudes of layer formation, that instabilities generated there did not propagate into the re
gion o f interest within the time o f layer formation.
3.4 Vertical Transport o f M etallic Ions
3.4.1

Objective. Earlier theoretical studies (e.g., Nygren et al., 1984a-b; Bristow

and Watkins, 1991; Kirkwood and von Zahn, 1991) have treated vertical transport to
identify electric field configurations that should give rise to layers, to gain insight on
layer thickness, and to demonstrate that layers should form in tens o f minutes when an
appropriate field is present. These analyses assumed constant electric fields, the BanksKockarts collision frequency, and initial metallic ion distributions well above the back
ground ion layer described in Chapter 2. As outlined in Chapter 1, observations have
often been inconsistent with theory, suggesting the need for a revaluation o f the theory.
The objective in this section is to revisit the role o f vertical ion transport in the for
mation of thin layers with the intention of better defining the conditions under which lay
ers should form. It must be emphasized that the fundamental theory, based on solution
o f the ion momentum equation is not questioned. Nor are the earlier conclusions, that
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layer formation requires electric fields in the magnetic NW, SW, or SE quadrants, chal
lenged. What distinguishes this effort from those accomplished previously is the degree
o f scrutiny applied to the study of layer formation. The influences o f the initial metallic
ion distribution, of the specific direction of the electric field within a given quadrant, and
of temporal fluctuations in the electric field are investigated.
This section is organized as follows. First, layer formation for electric fields in the
NW, SW, and SE quadrants is examined . Then the upward flux o f ions, which should
occur for an electric field directed to the NE, is studied as this process is likely to be im
portant in supplying ions to altitudes from which they may be subsequently forced into
thin layers. The Banks-Kockarts form of the collision frequency is utilized, since this
facilitates the comparison of this analysis to those completed previously. However, since
the predictions of the theory can be quite sensitive to the collision frequency, the effect
o f adopting a different collision frequency model, is discussed where appropriate. Fur
thermore, the neutral wind is taken to be negligible. Unless otherwise stated an ion tem
perature o f 300 K is assumed. In all cases the following “model day” is adopted to de
rive characteristics of the neutral atmosphere from MSIS model: date - 20 July 1995;
time - 2300 UT; Ap- 9; F10.7 - 72.0; F10.7a - 76.9; location - Sondrestrom, Greenland.
Running the simulation for a single set of conditions does not diminish the generality of
the results, since the influence of variations in neutral atmosphere due to such factors as
time-of-day, season, geomagnetic activity, or solar activity do not have much effect on
the calculated ion velocity (Kirkwood and von Zahn, 1991).
3.4.2

E lectric Field in th e N orthw est Q u a d ra n t. W henever the electric field is di

rected to the magnetic NW, layers should form as ions flow down from above and up
ward from below toward the null in the velocity profile, defined by equation (3.5b), and
illustrated in Figure 3.9. Several generalizations derive from consideration of Figure 3.9.
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V ERTICA L ION VELO CITY ( m / s )

VERTICAL ION VELOCITY ( m / s )

F igure 3.9 Representative metallic ion (Fe+) vertical velocity pro
files when the electric field is directed in the magnetic northw est
(NW) quadrant. Electric field strength is 50 mV/m for these ex
amples.
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As the field becomes more northerly directed (6 —» 0 °), layers form higher and upward
transport becom es increasingly important. On the other hand, as 8 —»90° the altitude of
the null decreases and downward ion transport becomes dominant. Since the ion veloc
ity is directly proportional to the magnitude o f the electric field (see equation (3.4) with
u = 0 ), increasing the magnitude o f the electric field will reduce the time required for
layer form ation, but does not change the altitude at which the null in ion velocity occurs.
A fine point, not noted in previous studies, is that as 6 —> 0° layers initially form be
low the null then intensify as they drift tow ard the altitude of the null. Similarly, as
6 —»90° layers initially form above the null. This effect becomes progressively more
pronounced as 6 approaches magnetic north and west, as illustrated in Figure 3.10. In

TIME ( m i n )

F ig u re 3.10 Difference between the altitude of peak layer density
and the altitude of the convergent null ( z j for three values o f 6 in
the NW quadrant. For this example, the electric field magnitude is
50 mV/m, and a uniform initial ion distribution is assumed.
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the latter case this behavior can be explained using the same argum ent as earlier pro
posed to account for layer formation in the SW quadrant (e.g., Bristow and Watkins,
1991), i.e., increasing neutral density impedes the downward flow o f ions. In the former
case, a similar mechanism is at work, with the negative gradient in the upward ion veloc
ity below the null causing the ions to build into a layer below the null. However, in this
case the velocity gradient is a consequence o f decreasing atmospheric density with in
creasing altitude; ExB drift becomes more important with increasing altitude, which for
northerly fields implies a decreasing vertical component of the ion velocity. This vertical
drift only exists early in the evolution of a layer, while the layer is o f relatively low den
sity. Thus, this effect is likely to be difficult to observe.
Tw o cases are considered to study the effect o f the initial ion distribution on layer
formation. The first, depicted in Figure 3.1 la , is modeled after observation F2 shown in
Figure 2.11. It corresponds to the “background” Fe+ layer expected from meteoroid ab
lation. The second case (see Figure 3.1 lb) has the same column density as the first, but
the ions are distributed uniformly between 90 and 170 km, with the density dropping off
rapidly above and below these altitudes. Such a distribution is somewhat artificial, but is
o f the general form one might expect if ions have been redistributed upward from the
background metallic layer (a mechanism for this to occur is discussed in section 3.4.4).
The column density is 1.3xl010 cm'2, which corresponds to a density o f 1.3xl05 cm'3 for
a layer 1-km thick (the actual thickness and density of a layer will depend upon the elec
tric field magnitude and the ion temperature).
Figure 3.12 depicts the density build up of a layer as a function o f field direction and
time, when the low-lying background distribution is assumed as the initial condition. A
fairly high electric field strength was assumed, 50 mV/m, so that this might be considered
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Figure 3.11 Initial Fe+ profiles adopted in this study: (a) back
ground ion layer associated with m eteor ablation; (b) equivalent
column density, distributed uniformly over higher altitudes.
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a best case for layer formation. For 6 > 60°, the altitude o f convergence is within the
initial distribution o f ions, but the velocity is relatively low, so that layer development
proceeds very slowly. The strongest layers occur for 10°< 6 < 60°, but it requires well
over 30 minutes for the density to exceed 104 cm'3. The unmodified Banks-Kockarts
collision frequency was employed for this simulation, which predicts layers above 120
km for m ost field directions; this contributes to the slow build up o f density. However,
even adopting a fraction o f the B-K collision frequency does not alter the general impli
cation o f this analysis: formation o f layers when the ions are initially at low altitudes is
quite inefficient.

E L E C T R IC F IE L D DIRECTION

(angle w e st o f m a g n e tic n o rth (deg))

Figure 3.12 Evolution of the density o f thin layers as a function
electric field direction, 6 , when the electric field is in the NW quad
rant. The initial ion profile corresponds to the background metallic
layer as shown in Figure 3.11a. E = 50 mV/m. The curves corre
spond to density after 0, 5, 15, 30, and 60 minutes.
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If, on the other hand, the metallic ions are initially distributed across higher altitudes,
layer formation is much enhanced, since at higher altitudes the ion velocity is typically
greater. Figure 3.13 illustrates this point. Densities o f over 105 cm '3 are attainable over
a wide range o f angles. Rate o f build up is greatest for 35° < Q < 7 0 °, where strong lay
ers form in less than 15 minutes (even assuming an electric field o f only 25 mV/m would
yield dense layers in less than 30 minutes). For 6 < 2 0°, layer form ation is relatively in
efficient. The general conclusions one can draw from this simulation are that layers form
m ore readily when ions are located above the ablation region, and that the rate o f forma
tion is quite dependent on specific direction within the N W quadrant.

E L E C T R IC FIE LD DIRECTION

(angle w est of m ag n etic n o rth (dcg))

F igure 3.13 Evolution o f the density o f thin layers as a function of
time and angle, 6 , when the electric field is in the NW quadrant and
the initial ion profile corresponds to the broad distribution o f m etal
lic ions shown in Figure 3.11b. E = 50 mV/m. The curves corre
spond to density after 0, 5, 15, 30, and 60 m inutes.
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Kirkwood and von Zahn [1991] have pointed out that fluctuations in the direction of
the electric field within the NW quadrant will cause the altitude o f the convergent null to
also fluctuate. They assert that this would lead to broader, less intense layers than ex
pected for a steady field, and thus reduce the chance of observing layers formed for fields
directed in this quadrant. This intuitively appealing idea has been tested via simulation,
the results of which indicate that it is not applicable.
Assume that the magnitude o f the electric field remains constant, while the direction
varies as
0 = 0 O+A 0sin(271 ft),

(3.15)

with A0 = 5°. A relatively large electric field strength, 50 mV/m, was adopted, since
high field magnitude should enhance the responsiveness of the ions to changes in field
direction. The initial ion distribution o f Figure 3.1 lb was employed, so that ions would
be initially present near the null in the velocity profile (this serves to diminish lags in layer
formation which occur if, for example, the density profile in Figure 3.1 la is used). The
formation o f layers was simulated for values o f the frequency,/, ranging from 10"* to 1
Hz. Representative results are shown in Figure 3.14, which gives the layer altitude rela
tive to the convergence altitude and full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) thickness as a
function of time, for three values o f 60. The peak layer density as a function o f time (not
shown) is very close to that predicted for the DC case ( f = 0), and can deduced from
Figure 3.13. Note that at very low frequencies, the layer will drift with the fluctuating
null in the velocity profile. As the frequency increases, the ions become less responsive
to fluctuations in the location o f the null, and the layer tends to form at the altitude of
convergence for the average value o f 0. Another implication of this simulation is that
layer thickness is relatively unaffected by fluctuating field direction.

This admittedly

simple analysis suggests that temporal variation in the direction o f the convective electric
field does not significantly impact the effectiveness of layer formation for fields in the
NW quadrant.
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F igure 3.14 Effect of fluctuating electric field direction on the
formation of thin layers. Three values of 6 0 are depicted, and the
frequency of fluctuation set at 0, 10‘3, and 10'2 Hz. E = 50 mV/m.
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3.4.3

Southerly Electric Fields. As illustrated in Figure 3.15, the ion velocity is

downward at all altitudes for an electric field in the SW quadrant, and is downward be
low a null in the velocity profile for fields to the SE. Layer formation results from the
same mechanism for fields in both quadrants. The magnitude of the vertical velocity de
creases with altitude, causing a layer to form at -105 km when the Banks-Kockarts col
lision frequency is adopted. Layers formed by this process will drift downward with ever
decreasing velocity, intensifying in the process. By inspection o f the initial ion distribu
tions given in Figure 3.11, in comparison to the velocity profiles, it is obvious that south
erly electric fields can only cause layers to form slowly, when the metallic ions are ini
tially in the low-lying background layer. Simulation of layer formation under this condi
tion indicates that the background layer is virtually unperturbed after even an hour with
fields of 50 mV/m (adoption of a collision frequency lower than given the B-K model,
shows the formation of a layers below an altitude of 100 km, superimposed on the back
ground layer). Therefore, without further discussion, it is asserted that for southerly
electric fields to be effective in the formation of intense thin ion layers, ions m ust be ini
tially distributed at higher altitudes. Accordingly, the ion distribution shown in Figure
3.11b with be adopted for subsequent analysis. Results of the one-dimensional simula
tion of layer formation for southerly fields are given in Figure 3.16.
As can be seen in Figure 3.16a, dense layers can form for 6 < 170°, but the rate of
formation is relatively slow, even for the strong electric field (50 mV/m) assumed here.
For 6 > 170°, layer formation is inefficient, primarily because the range o f altitudes at
which ion flow is downward diminishes as 6 —>270°, making less ions available for the
layer. Furthermore, after 30-40 minutes layers formed for fields in the SW quadrant
have thickness comparable to that of layers formed for electric fields directed to the NW
(contrast Figure 3.13c with 3.16c). This appears to contradict the results o f previous
investigations (Kirkwood and von Zahn, 1991; Bristow and Watkins, 1991), which sug
gest that layers formed by southerly fields should be weaker and thicker than those
formed by NW-directed fields. However, these conclusions were based on simulations
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running for 18 to ~30 minutes. Therefore, a m ore precise comparison of the character
istics o f layers formed by southerly electric fields, versus fields directed to the NW , is:
both orientations can produce layers o f com parable thickness and density, the difference
is that it generally takes longer for a southerly field to do so.
Notice in Figure 3.16b, that the characteristic dow nw ard drift o f the layer proceeds
at a decreasing rate as the altitude decreases, approaching a quasi-stationary altitude
between 90 and 95 km. As might be expected, for w eaker electric fields the layers form
more slowly and at higher altitudes (e.g., 5 km higher, for E = 30 mV/m).

F'igure 3.15 Representative metallic ion (Fe+) vertical velocity
profiles for (magnetically) southerly electric fields. E = 50 mV/m.
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Figure 3.16 Evolution of thin layers for southerly electric fields
when the initial ion profile corresponds to the broad distribution of
metallic ions shown in Figure 3.11b: (a) peak density as a function
o f time and field direction; (b) layer altitude as a function of time;
(c) layer thickness as a function of time. E = 50 mV/m.
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3.4.4

Upward Ion Flux. Electric fields directed to the magnetic NE have been gen

erally excluded from the discussion of the formation o f thin ion layers, because such
fields give rise to upward ion flow at all altitudes, as illustrated in Figure 3.17. This is
not conducive to the formation of thin layers.
However, as was shown above, the rapid formation of dense layers requires ions to
be initially located above the normal background metallic ion layer. One earlier study
proposed direct meteoric deposition at high altitudes as the ion source (Kirkwood and
von Zahn, 1991), but this was shown in Chapter 2 to be unlikely. Another study arbi
trarily assumed a layer peaking at 120 km (Bristow and Watkins, 1991). To resolve this
issue, it is suggested here that the mechanism by which ions come to populate the higher
altitudes is vertical transport driven by a NE electric field.
This assertion was tested by running the simulation with an initial ion background
centered below 100 km (see Figure 3.1 lb). The fraction of ions above specified altitudes
(100, 120, and 150 km) was calculated as a function of time, and has been plotted in
Figures 3.18 and 3.19. Calculations using both the B-K collision frequency and a tenth
of that value are shown, to illustrate the sensitivity o f the results to changes in the model
of collision frequency. Using the B-K model over 25% of the ions are lifted above 150
km in an hour, if a strong electric field is present. If the collision frequency is less than
the B-K value, the upward flux is more significant. It is also apparent that electric fields
in the middle of the quadrant are more effective than those to the north or east.
The conclusion here is that upward transport of ions via a moderately strong NE
electric field can draw ions out o f the background layer (recall the discussion found in
section 2.4, which also supports this inference). This provides a source o f ions for layer
formation without having to rely upon ad hoc assumptions. Additionally, ions lifted to
higher altitudes can also be transported horizontally over great distances, suggesting a
means by which large-scale horizontal redistribution of ions might occur. This matter is
revisited in Chapter 5.
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VERTICAL ION VELOCITY ( m / s )

Figure 3.17 Vertical ion velocity for a NE-directed electric field
(9 - 315°), with E = 10, 30, and 50 mV/m. Case (a) is for the B-K
collision frequency; case (b) for one tenth o f that value.
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Figure 3.18 Fraction of ions above set altitudes (100, 120, 150
km) as a function o f time, for a NE electric field (0 = 315°) and ini
tial ion distribution given in Figure 3.11a. Three field strengths (10,
3 0 ,5 0 mV/m) are depicted for each case, (a), (c), & (e) assume the
B-K collision model; (b), (d), & (f) use one tenth of that value.
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F ig u re 3.19 Fraction o f ions above 150 km as a function o f time,
for an electric field m agnitude o f 30 mV/m, and initial ion distribu
tion given in Figure 3.11a. Three values o f 6 are shown (280°,
315°, 350°). (a) assum es the B-K collision model; (b) uses one
tenth o f that value.

3.4.5

C losure. The foregoing analysis o f the vertical transport of metallic ions has

provided several refinements to the current theory o f the form ation o f thin layers; these
are recapitulated here.
It is well known that electric fields directed to the NW , SW , o r SE are capable of
causing thin ion layers to form. H ow ever, the rate o f layer form ation is quite dependent
on the specific direction (8, m easured w est of m agnetic north) o f the field, as is reviewed
in Figure 3.20a.

For 6 < 20° and 9 > 170°, layer form ation proceeds so slowly that

fields so directed are not likely to contribute much to the overall rate o f occurrence of
very dense layers. Layers form m ost rapidly for 35° < 6 < 7 0°. Quite dense layers can
form for southwesterly electric fields, but the rate o f form ation is slow er than in the case
of fields to the NW. However, if sufficient time is available, fields to the SW can lead to
layers of comparable thickness and density to those originating when the field is to the
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NW. Thus, layer thickness and density cannot be used as a reliable indicator of field di
rection present at the formation of the layer. The preceding results were based upon
simulations assuming the standard Banks-Kockarts collision frequency model. As can be
seen in Figure 3.20b, adopting a reduced collision frequency does not substantially affect
the conclusions cited above.
The proposition, that fluctuation o f the direction o f electric fields in the NW quad
rant might inhibit layer formation, was tested at frequencies below 1 Hz. Simulations
indicate no appreciable effect on either the thickness or density o f layers formed.

E L E C T R IC F IE L D D IR E C T IO N

(angle v e s t o f m ag n etic n o rth (dcg))

Figure 3.20 Evolution of the density of thin layers as a function of
time and angle, 0°< 0 < 270°, when the initial ion profile corre
sponds to the broad distribution o f metallic ions shown in Figure
3.1 lb. E = 50 mV/m. The curves correspond to density after 0, 5,
15, 30, and 60 minutes. Assumed collision frequency model: (a)
vbk;

(b) O .I v b k -
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Layers form much more readily, if the metallic ions are initially distributed above the
background ion layer which typically is located primarily between altitudes of 90 and 100
km. Simulations indicate that electric fields directed to the NE can provide an efficient
mechanism for transport of ions upward out o f the background layer. This effect is en
hanced, if a collision frequency less than the Banks-Kockarts value is assumed.
3.5 L ayer Advection
3.5.1 O bjective. The interpretations o f most earlier observations o f thin metallic
layers have tacitly assumed that the layers do not advect across the field of view. The
formation and duration of layers can then be discussed in terms of the local electric field.
In this section the following general questions are examined. Might thin layers form at
one location, then horizontally drift to another where the electric field configuration is
different? If this is so, then the explication o f thin layer observations is much more diffi
cult. A related question is: suppose a layer is stationary over the observer, how long
does it persist after the electric field vanishes? Comparing the dissipation time with the
time expected for a layer to advect across the field of view, could provide a means for
interpreting the results of observations in which advection cannot be simultaneously
measured.
The objective here is to determine the nature of the layer drift to be expected under
various conditions. For numerical examples given below, the Banks-Kockarts collision
frequency has been assumed (the effect of using a reduced collision frequency will be
commented upon at the conclusion o f this section).
3.5.2 L ayer M otion w ith a U niform E lectric Field. Suppose that the electric field
has been either to the NW or southerly directed long enough for a thin layer to form.
Consideration of the horizontal components of the ion velocity (equations 3.4a-b), al
lows one to immediately predict the expected layer drift given the field configuration.
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For fields to the NW, the northerly component of the ion velocity vanishes, and the
easterly component is negative, i f the layer fo rm s at the convergent altitude. This im
plies a horizontal drift velocity for the layer of
v = - — cost?.
B

(3.16)

Care is necessary in the application of equation (3.16). In section 3.4 it was demon
strated that layers don’t readily form for 8 < 20°. Furthermore, as 8 —>90°, which cor
responds to the altitude of convergence approaching zero, layers form at -1 0 0 km as
increasing atmospheric density retards downward ion flow; this implies a drift velocity
becoming small, but non-zero. The predicted magnitude of the layer drift can be quite
high, with an upper limit of E/B (e.g., -1000 m/s, for an electric field of 50 mV/m).
Southerly electric fields tend to cause layers to drift in the same direction as the
electric field (Pederson motion) with a relatively low speed, since such layers form at low
altitudes (-100 km). Recalling the analysis presented in section 3.2.3, it is clear that the
effect of the neutral wind on horizontal ion motion is likely to be non-negligible at the
altitudes that these layers form. Thus, one would expect to encounter difficulty in ascrib
ing observed layer drift to the convective electric field , unless that field was quite large.
Figure 3.21 illustrates the magnitude o f the velocity of layer drift, as a function of
electric field direction for a field strength of 50 mV/m. The altitude of the layer is taken
to be 100 km for 8 > 90°, and for 20°< 8 < 90° is set at either the convergent altitude,
or 100 km, whichever is greater.
3.5.3

L ayer Dissipation. Above, the expected horizontal motion of a thin ion layer

due to the electric field which caused the layer to initially form was described. Here it is
assumed that after a layer has formed, the electric field suddenly vanishes (this is equiva
lent to the case of a spatially varying electric field in which a layer drifts into a region
where the field strength is negligible). The question is: how much time elapses before
the layer diffuses away? For the sake of this discussion, the layer is assumed to be
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E L E C T R IC F IE L D D IR EC T IO N
fd es w est of m a g n etic n o rth )

Figure 3.21 Magnitude o f the horizontal com ponent o f layer drift
as a function o f electric field direction. E = 50 mV/m.
Gaussian in shape with peak density o f 5x10s cm'3, and FW HM thickness o f 1 km. Dis
appearance o f the layer is defined as when its density drops below 1x10s cm '3. This
seemingly arbitrary set o f conditions was selected, since it is consistent with the charac
teristics and density resolution of layer observations discussed in C hapter 4. As an addi
tional simplification the neutral wind is also assumed to be negligible.
To simulate the diffusion of a layer the one-dimensional algorithm described in sec
tion 3.3 is again utilized. However, the expression for the ion velocity requires modifi
cation. The stationary-state ion and electron momentum equations are solved simultane
ously retaining the pressure-gradient, gravitational, and Lorentz (including the ambipolar
electric field) terms.

Assuming isothermal conditions with Tt = T e = T , and that the

density varies only in the vertical direction, the vertical com ponent o f the ion velocity is
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Figure 3.22 gives the results o f simulated layer dissipation, assuming tw o different layer
altitudes and a variety o f plasm a temperatures. As expected, diffusion progresses more
slowly at lower altitudes (ow ing to the higher collision frequency), and proceeds more
rapidly with increasing temperature.
These results have implications important to the understanding o f observations of
thin layers. If one observes a layer at low altitudes to vanish within a few minutes, then
the layer is likely to be m oving across the field o f view, rather than dissipating in place.
This argument holds for layers form ed at higher altitudes, but is not as strong.
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F ig u re 3.22 L ayer dissipation when the electric field strength is
zero, for three plasm a temperatures: 500, 1000, and 2000 K. The
layer altitude is set at (a) 100 km, or (b) 110 km.
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3.5.4 Layer Drift with Spatially Varying Fields. To treat this topic rigorously,
one would have to refine the approach used in section 3.5.2 for studying layer drift in a
uniform field. In that case, it was implicitly assumed that all o f the ions in a layer drifted
together; an acceptable simplification. But with horizontally varying electric fields, the
resultant gradient in the horizontal ion velocity demands that the continuity equation be
solved in three dimensions, if one wishes to carefully analyze the resulting behavior of
the layer. However, several qualitative insights can be had , even without resorting to a
complete three-dimensional analysis. These are discussed below.
As a layer drifts into a region where the direction o f electric field changes (or analo
gously, the electric field changes in time), its horizontal velocity will adjust to the new
conditions. This should lead to a change in the direction o f layer drift. Changes in field
magnitude have a proportional effect the ion velocity, so that rate of drift can be in gen
eral expected to vary.
Horizontal variation in the electric field should induce vertical drift, leading to either
raising or lowering o f the layer, depending upon the initial altitude of the layer, and the
direction of the new electric field. For example, if the layer has formed in conjunction
with a field in the NW quadrant, then enters a region where the field is to the SW, it
should drift downward. On the other hand, if that layer drifts into a region of NEdirected fields, it should rise.
Closely related to the subject of layer drift is that o f horizontal structure in layers.
For example, suppose the field is to the SW, with constant direction, but with a linearly
increasing magnitude. One would then expect to see the layer inclined downward in the
direction of increasing field strength. A similar effect would be expected for a NW field,
constant in magnitude, but with the direction turning to the north (the layer in this case
would be inclined upward in the direction of decreasing 6).
3.5.5 Closure. In this section, it has been demonstrated that thin layers in the pres
ence of a uniform electric field will drift horizontally. The effect is greatest for fields di
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rected to the NW, where velocities >100 m/s can be expected for E > 10 mV/m. Layers
formed under southerly electric fields occur at lower altitudes, where collisional interac
tion with the neutral atmosphere limits the velocities attained to on the order of 10 m/s.
These results are not significantly impacted by adopting a different model for the colli
sion frequency; reducing the collision frequency has the effect o f shifting the velocity
profile downward. Layer drift of the same magnitude is predicted for NW and southerly
electric fields; the layers just form at lower altitudes.
Analysis of layer dissipation indicated that in the absence of an electric field, and with
negligible neutral winds, layers diffuse rather slowly. The implication is that a layer
which vanishes quickly during a single-position observation most likely has advected
across the field of view.
Only a qualitative treatm ent of the effects of spatial variation in the electric field has
been presented. However, it is clear that interesting features, both in the drift and in the
horizontal structure of layers, can be expected to occur. Qualitative analysis suffices for
the general interpretation of observations, but a better understanding of the phenomena
will require a detailed theoretical analysis of the problem, that is beyond the scope of this
thesis.
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CHAPTER 4
OBSERVATIONS
4.1 Background
The incoherent-scatter radar (ISR) technique has proven to be an invaluable tool for
studying the ionosphere (for a comprehensive review of this subject, see Evans [1969]).
Electron density and the line-of-sight velocity of ions can be m easured directly. Addi
tionally, when making suitable assumptions, one can deduce the electron temperature,
ion temperature, and ion composition o f the plasma. In the context o f this study, only
the electron density and ion line-of-sight velocity are of importance. H ow these meas
urements are used to determine the num ber density o f metallic ions, the convective elec
tric field, and layer drift is addressed in the next section. In the balance o f this section,
the physics underlying measurements made with incoherent-scatter radars is outlined.
Electromagnetic waves incident upon charged particles will accelerate the particles,
which in turn radiate waves, a process referred to as scattering o f the incident wave. In
a plasma, scattering by electrons will dominate that o f ions, because o f the relatively
large mass o f the ions. The frequencies o f the scattered waves will be equal to the inci
dent frequency plus a randomly varying Doppler shift, due to the thermal motion o f the
electrons. At the radar, the pow er o f the returned signal will be non-zero, because the
phases o f the waves scattered along the path o f the beam are not correlated. This is the
physical basis for the phenomenon known as incoherent scatter.
When design of an incoherent-scatter radar was first contemplated (Gordon, 1958),
it was assumed that the plasma could be treated as an electron gas, since (as noted
above) the contribution to scattering due to ions is negligible. This leads to the conclu
sion that the returned signal should have a Gaussian spectrum with a relatively broad
width, characterized by the mean thermal speed of the electrons.

However, Bowles

[1958] conducted an experiment which indicated a much narrower bandwidth than had
been theoretically predicted. Bowles suggested that the ions in the plasma are responsi84
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ble fo r this observation. Subsequent theoretical analyses (e.g., Fejer, 1960; Dougherty
and Farley, 1960) demonstrated that the shape o f the pow er spectrum o f the returned
signal is significantly modified by the presence o f ions w henever the wavelength of the
transm itted radiation is m uch larger than the Debye length (it should be noted that super
im posed on this relatively narrow spectrum is a faint, usually undetectable, spectrum
with a bandwidth characterized by the thermal m otion o f the electrons alone; this feature,
referred to as the plasma line, intensifies as the transmitted wavelength o f the radar be
com es smaller).
W hy this is so can be appreciated by visualizing the plasm a as consisting o f quasi
particles each comprised o f an ion and a nominal cloud o f electrons which are participat
ing in the Debye shielding process (or m ore accurately, think o f enhancements of the
electron density in the vicinity o f the ions). The scattering (i.e., total pow er returned to
the receiver) o f a radar beam incident upon such a gas would still be primarily due to the
electrons, but the Doppler shift in the received spectrum would be determined by the
therm al speed o f the ions. This picture is obviously a gross simplification o f the process,
but captures the essence o f the physics. The important results are that the total pow er of
the returned signal is determined by scattering by electrons (and is indeed proportional to
the electron density), while the D oppler shift in the spectrum is indicative o f the com po
nent o f the ion velocity along the direction of the radar beam.
4.2 T he Scanning Experiment
4.2.1

D escription. Observations for this study w ere m ade using the ISR located at

Sondrestrom in Greenland (66.99° N, 309.05° E; m agnetic latitude, 73.9°; dip angle,
80.5°) during the period August 1994 through A ugust 1995. The radar is operated by
SRI International, under contract with the National Science Foundation. It transmits at a
nominal frequency of 1290 M hz with an output pow er o f ~3 MW. For the experiments
discussed in this thesis, it was operated in two m odes simultaneously, one with a fre
quency of 1290.0 Mhz, and the other at 1290.6 Mhz. A 320-)is single-pulse pattern was
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used on the first channel (henceforth referred to as the long-pulse mode), while for the
second a Barker-coded multi-pulse scheme was employed (referred to as the short-pulse
mode). Barker-coding refers to introducing 180° phase changes within each transmitted
pulse a number o f times designated by the baud, which in effect creates a series of sub
pulses (specifically, a 26-p.s pulse-length, 13-baud pattern was used for experiments con
ducted through November 1994, and a 28-|is, 7-baud pattern thereafter); a multi-pulse
scheme refers to a particular irregular transmission sequence for the individual pulses
designed to optimize the construction of the power spectrum from the returned signal
(Farley, 1972; Gray and Farley, 1973). Integration time for both modes was 5 s. The
long-pulse mode was selected to determine F-region line-of-sight (LOS) ion velocities
(used to calculate the convective electric field), while the short-pulse mode was used to
make high-resolution measurements o f the electron density in the E-region. The longpulse mode can generate well-defined power spectra in regions where the electron den
sity is relatively low, which is essential to measuring the LOS ion velocity via determina
tion of the Doppler shift. However, to do so requires that the signal be integrated over a
long (21 km) interval in range (in order to consistently achieve a high signal-to-noise ra
tio, a requirement for well-defined spectra). Hence, the long-pulse mode is not suited
for high-resolution E-region electron density measurements. T he short-pulse mode de
livers a range resolution of 300-600 m, but can only produce well-defined power spectra
if the electron density is quite high (in this case > lx l0 5 cm'3), otherwise the signal is lost
in the noise. For detailed information on the operation and internal data processing of
the Sondrestrom ISR, see Kelley [1990].
To observe horizontal structure and drift of thin layers, and to facilitate the determi
nation of the convective electric field along the magnetic meridian, a novel scanning
technique was employed.

This mode combines a standard elevation scan (the radar

moves along a fixed azimuth) and an azimuth scan (the radar scans with a fixed eleva
tion). For this experiment, the radar was first scanned west o f the station in a plane in
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clined at 69.7° from the horizontal and with an edge aligned with the magnetic meridian.
Then it scanned in a similar plane to the east o f the station. This sequence of scans was
repeated continuously throughout the duration o f an experiment. Figure 4.1 illustrates
the geometry o f this program. Each of the scans required five minutes to complete. The
integration time for both the long- and short-pulse modes was five seconds, so that for a
given altitude, 60 measurements o f electron density (and LOS ion velocity) were made
during each scan (but note that the horizontal separation between these measurements
increases with increasing altitude).

Why this seemingly peculiar scanning mode was

adopted will be made clear in sections 4.2.3 and 4.2.4.
The remainder of section 4.2 is devoted to explaining how quantities of interest
(metallic ion density, convective electric field, and layer drift velocity) are deduced from
measurements o f the electron density and the LOS ion velocity when the scanning ex
periment described above is conducted.

(b) looking north

Figure 4.1 Geometry for the scanning experiment. Note that x is
to magnetic east, y is to magnetic north, and z is up. The radar is
located at the origin.
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4.2.2

Determination of the Number Density of M etallic Ions. The ion density

can be directly deduced from the measured electron density by invoking the requirement
for charge neutrality within a plasma, i.e., the ion density is simply equal to the electron
density. However for this study, the number density of metallic ions residing in thin lay
ers is o f interest. This immediately suggests three questions: can one be reasonably sure
that the ions in a layer are metallics (versus NO+, ( V , o r 0 +); what is the minimum re
solvable density of a layer, and what is the uncertainty in the estimate for the density of a
layer? Each o f these issues is addressed in turn.
In principle, one can determine the ion composition by analyzing pow er spectra from
ISR experiments, provided that the spectra are well-defined (this generally requires a
high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)). This was not practicable for the scanning experiment
employed in this study (the integration time was too short for analysis o f ion composi
tion, reflecting a trade-off implicit in the adoption of a scanning mode). However, the
results o f earlier investigations, for which the radar mode was optimized for the analysis
o f ion composition, indicate that thin ion layers are indeed composed primarily of metal
lic ions. For example, Behnke and Vickrey [1975] found Fe+ abundances of 70-80% for
layers over Arecibo, Huuskonen et al. [1988] measured 30-80% at EISCAT, and Bris
tow and Watkins [1993] found 63% at Sondrestrom. These results constitute compel
ling evidence that dense thin layers are primarily composed o f metallic ions (esp., Fe+).
Therefore, thin structures observed in this study are assumed to be comprised of metallic
ions.
To detect a thin layer in the data, one must be able to distinguish the layer from the
background ionization, measurements o f which tend to be quite noisy. If the measured
background electron density is n0, and the uncertainty in that measurement is An, then a
reasonable definition for the minimum resolvable (or threshold) density for a thin layer is
nA = n0 + A n.
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(4.1)

The uncertainty in the electron density measurement is a function o f the SNR, and also
depends upon the operating m ode o f the radar. In general, it is given by (de la Beaujardiere et al., 1984)
(4.2)
where N is the number o f pulses transm itted during the integration time (219 for the
short-pulse mode with 5-s integration tim e). Typical values observed for nQand SNR for
the background ionization were 5 x l0 4 cm '3 and 0.06, respectively. From equations (4.1)
and (4.2) this yields a minimum discernible layer density o f 1.1x10s cm'3. W hen analyz
ing the data for all of the observations, it was found that the threshold density fo r detection o f a layer varied between 0 .8 x l0 5 and 1.6xl05 cm '3, a rather narrow range. Thus, as
a generalization, the minimum detectable density for a thin layer for the scanning experim ent utilized here is - lx l O 5 cm'3; layers with peak density low er than this value could
not be distinguished from noise.
Precise determination o f the metallic ion density was not an objective o f this investi
gation; all that was needed was to be able to determine where and when a layer occurred.
In fact the electron densities reported in this thesis are the “raw” densities (i.e., tem pera
ture corrections have not been applied), derived directly from the pow er o f the returned
signal. To see how the “raw” density differs from the “true” density, consider the radar
equation (Evans, 1969)
(4.3)
where Ps is the signal pow er at the receiver, n is the electron density at range R , a is the
total cross section for scattering from a single electron, and A is a constant determ ined
by the operating mode o f the radar.

Based on measurement o f the signal pow er and

range, the electron density is determ ined by solving equation (4.3), i.e.,
(4.4)
aA
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Calculation o f the true, versus the raw , electron density differs in the form of the cross
section used in equation (4.4). True densities are based upon (Evans, 1969)
-r1
r v
„2 l(1 + a 2) 1+ a + :
T J
\

<4 -5>

where a c is the Thomson cross section for an electron, Ti and Te are the ion and electron
4tt/L
tem peratures, and a = —
A,

(kp and k are the Debye length and the transmitted wave-

length, respectively). The raw density is calculated assuming a = 0, and that the tem
perature ratio is one.

In the lower E-region these assumptions are valid; Horowitz

[1976] has shown that adopting the raw density introduces an error of more than 25%.
T he m easured raw density itself is subject to uncertainty, as given by equation (4.2). The
A/2
SNR typically exceeded 0.3 within a layer, implying — = 0.29. Again it must be emn
phasized that the precise determination o f density was not required for this investigation;
the preceding discussion was offered simply to allow for the interpretation of the density
values reported later on.
4.2.3

D eterm in atio n o f th e C onvective E lectric Field. The electric field cannot be

m easured directly with an ISR.

However, it can be deduced from LOS ion velocity

m easurem ents made in the F-region, so long as the electric field is strong enough to
dom inate the effects of the neutral wind (recalling the discussion of section 3.2.3, this
requires an electric field strength greater than ~10 mV/m). Then, ion motion is governed
by ExB drift, and the electric field is given by
E = -v x B .

(4.6)

The challenge is to obtain the ion velocity from the LOS velocity measurements.
Since the ion velocity vector has three components, it follows that three independent
LOS measurements are needed to find v at a specific location and time. This is clearly
impossible to accomplish with a m onostatic radar system (i.e., a radar with collocated
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transmitter and receiver), such as the Sondrestrom ISR. One must use three measure
ments (a triad) separated both in space and time in order to make an estimate o f the ve
locity vector. The resultant velocity vector (and electric field) thus represents a sort of
average over space and time.
For this experiment, the electric field was calculated at points along the magnetic
meridian (the y-axis in Figure 4.1) at 25-km intervals. LOS measurements at a nominal
altitude o f 250 km were used to form the triads. The scheme for forming triads is illus
trated in Figure 4.2. The electric field assigned to a given point along the meridian is the
average o f that calculated by two different triads.

One is formed by using tw o LOS

measurements from a westward scan, and one from an eastward scan.

The other is

formed using two from the eastward scan, and one from the westward scan. The calcu
lated electric field is an average over 130 km in the y-direction, 186 km in the xdirection, and ~5 minutes in time.

186 km
F igure 4.2 Scheme for selecting LOS velocity triads used to calcu
late the electric field along the magnetic meridian at point X. The
electric field is calculated using the two triads labeled “ 1” and “2”,
respectively. The electric field at X is taken to be the average of
the two.
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Even if the ion velocity had been found using three LOS observations made simulta
neously at the same point in the F-region, there would be two sources o f error in the cal
culated velocity vector (and hence in the electric field determination). The first is the
uncertainty in the LOS velocity measurement itself. The second is related to the relative
angles o f the LOS velocities in a given triad, and in this thesis is referred to as the geo
metric effect. Each of the above errors is discussed below.
The LOS velocity is determined through analysis o f the power spectrum. The D op
pler shift in the frequency is found through calculation o f the first moment of the spec
trum. Knowing the Doppler shift, the LOS velocity is given by
(4.7)
10
where c is the speed of light, A/-is the Doppler shift, and f 0 is the transmitted frequency.
The negative sign in equation (4.7) is introduced so that

v lo s

is positive looking away

from the radar. The uncertainty in the calculated LOS velocity (AvLos) is proportional to
the error in the determination o f the Doppler shift, which in a qualitative sense must be
related to how well-defined the pow er spectrum is. Although one would expect the
“goodness” of the power spectrum to be related to he SNR, there is no straightforward
way to establish this association. Rather, AvLos is determined by means o f a computer
simulation which incorporates specific attributes of the radar mode (personal communi
cation, M. McCready, SRI International, 1995). Such estimates were provided by SRI.
It was found that if the SNR for a given measurement of vLOs exceeded 0.1, then the av
erage

A v lo s

was less than 50 m/s. Therefore, for this investigation the electric field was

calculated using vLos measurements with SNR > 0 .1 , and

A v lo s

was set at 50 m/s.

To see how the geometric effect arises, it is helpful to review how the ion velocity is
determined from the LOS measurements.

Each LOS velocity is fully defined by its

magnitude (with a sign to indicate whether it is direct towards or away from the radar, as
given in equation (4.7)), and tw o angles, the elevation and the azimuth. Figure 4.3 illus
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trates how the elevation and azimuth (rj and p, respectively) are defined. Given three
LOS measurements, the ion velocity is found by solving a system o f three equations:

cos T)x sin /z,

COS

cosrj2sin p 2

COS7]2 COSH 2

cos t) 3 sin p 3

COSt ]3 cos jU3

COSjU,

sin 77,

vx

sin 7)2 vy
sin 7]3 _ v

V L O Sl
V LO S2
_V L O S3_

The solution for each component of the ion velocity will be o f the form
(4.9)

V x = C x l V LO Sl + C x 2 V LO S2 + C x 3 V L O S 3 ’

where the coefficients on the LOS velocities are functions o f the t | ‘s and (i‘s. If the un
certainty in each v LOs is equal, the uncertainty in the x-component o f the velocity is
Avx = C xAvLOS,

(4.10)

where C x = -y/cxl + c x2 + c x3 , with similar expressions for the other tw o components.
Thus, if theuncertainty in the measured LOS velocity is nonzero, the geometry of the
triad used to calculate the ion velocity serves to magnify the effective uncertainty in the
estimate. The magnification factor will always be greater than o r equal to one.

It is

unity if the three LOS velocities are mutually orthogonal, and gets progressively larger as
the lines-of-action of the vectors become m ore closely aligned. This factor drove the
spacing of the triad measurements shown in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.3

Convention adopted for specifying the elevation (T|)

and azimuth (p.) of a LOS velocity measurement.
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Estimates of the uncertainty in the calculated electric field can now be m ade. Recall
equation (4.6), and adopt the convention for specifying com ponents o f the electric field
defined in Chapter 3, i.e., E c is the com ponent to the magnetic east, and E„ is perpendicu
lar to the magnetic field, and oriented tow ards the magnetic north. U ncertainties in the
estimates of the two com ponents o f the electric field are then given by
= 5 C i Av los,
AEt = B y/C l sin2/ + C \ cos2 1 A v ^ ,

(4.11a)
(4.11 b)

where I is the inclination o f the geomagnetic field. For the geom etry adopted for this
experiment, and with the uncertainty o f the LOS velocity equal to 50 m /s, application of
equations (4.1 la-b) indicate that AE n = 4 mV/m, and AEe = 7 mV/m. Be aw are that this
calculation is only strictly valid if the three LOS velocity m easurem ents are taken simul
taneously at the same point in space.

Hence, it does not capture unquantifiable geo

physical variations necessarily associated with the actual scheme for com posing the tri
ads, for which the LOS m easurem ents are made a different times and places in the Fregion (as was discussed earlier).
4.2.4

Determ ination o f Layer Drift. The horizontal drift o f a thin ion layer can be

estimated in two ways. By exam ining consecutive latitudinal plots o f the ion density, one
can track the apparent m otion o f the layer in the (magnetic) north-south direction. A
more sophisticated technique involves analysis o f the pow er spectra from the short-pulse
mode. The LOS velocity is found at various positions within the layer. Ion velocity cal
culations are then m ade based on the formation of LOS triads. This approach is based
on that taken in section 4.2.3. There are, however, significant differences in the way in
which the layer drift problem is posed, versus the calculation of the electric field. Below,
an algorithm for the determ ination o f layer drift is outlined, drawing on the results o f the
previous section, where appropriate.
Assume that the layer drifts at a constant velocity everywhere along its extent. From
tw o consecutive scans (one to the east and one to the west of the m agnetic meridian)
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select all LOS measurements within the layer that have an uncertainty less than a set
value, say A vLos, and assume that there are N such measurements. From these N meas
urements, form all possible triads for which the geometric magnification factor is less
than some threshold value, C*; suppose that there are M such triads. For each triad cal
culate the ion velocity. The layer velocity can be estimated by taking the average of
these M velocities. For example, the x-component of the layer drift could be written as
1 M
V x = T 7 ^ [ C l i ( V L O s ) li + C 2 i ( V L O s ) 2 i
M i=l

C 3 i ( V L O s ) 3 i ]>

( 4 .12 )

where the coefficient Cjj is a function of the elevation and azim uth of the j* member of the
i* triad, and (vLos)ji is the LOS velocity of the jlh member o f the i* triad. Upon reflec
tion, it can be seen that the summation in equation (4.1) could be rearranged as a sum
over the N independent LOS measurements, e.g.,
V * = T f i > n K

o s ) n ,

( 4 .13 )

n= l

where An is a function of the elevation and the azimuth o f the n* LOS measurement.
The uncertainty in the x-component of the layer drift is

A v los-

<4 1 4 >

Similar expressions hold for the y- and z-components, but in general the An’s will be dif
ferent.
Implementing this algorithm for the estimation of layer drift poses several interesting
problems. From equation (4.14), it appears that the larger the value of M (the number of
triads), the lower the uncertainty. However, in order to increase M, the threshold on the
multiplication factor, Cu,, must be lowered. This has the effect of increasing the term
under the square root, although not proportionally. The establishment o f a value for
Avlos also has perhaps unexpected consequences: lowering its value will reduce N, and
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thus reduce M, since fewer LOS measurements are available to form triads. The optimal
values o f C* and Avlos to achieve a desired limit on the uncertainty in the calculated drift
velocity will depend on the specific scans being analyzed. Numerical experiments, vary
ing the two parameters, can be conducted to make the best selection.
The central assumption in the above derivation is that the drift velocity is the same
everywhere in the layer. This is likely to be true, if the electric field varies on a spatial
scale much larger than the size o f the layer. This condition was checked before attempt
ing to calculate drift velocities.
This procedure can only be effectively utilized when the power spectra from the
short-pulse mode are well enough defined to allow Doppler analysis. Unfortunately, this
was seldom the case during the course of this investigation. Also,

A v lo s

estimates are

not presently available for the short-pulse mode (personal communication, J. Kelly, SRI
International, 1996). Thus, to demonstrate the technique a SNR requirement was set in
lieu of establishing a minimum value o f

A v Los»

in order to generate the triads. Then a

value of the uncertainty in the LOS measurements was assumed (50 m/s) to enable com
putation o f the uncertainty in the derived layer drift in those cases that “good” power
spectra existed.
4.3 R esults
4.3.1

O bservational S um m ary. The radar experiment, as described above, was

conducted at Sondrestrom on 34 nights throughout the period August 1994 through
August 1995, constituting over 200 hours of observations.

M ost observations were

made from 2200 UT to 0300 UT, although a few runs were made over more extended
periods, including a 24-hour experiment on 16-17 Aug 94. Layers were detected on 10
nights, all during the months of May through August. The cumulative time that layers
were present was ~7 hours (recall that the density threshold for detection of a layer for
this experiment is -1 x 1 0 s cm'3, so that relatively low density layers may have been pres
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ent without being discovered). Tables 4.1-3 provide a summary of all of the observa
tions.
Figure 4.4 shows a typical plot of the electron density (equivalent to the ion density,
as discussed above) with a thin layer present. It was constructed by projecting the den
sities measured in a single scan, which is inclined at 69.7°, into the vertical plane. The
result is a meridional cross section o f the layer. Notice that the layer shown here is very
nearly horizontal; this was found to be true o f most o f the layers seen during this investi
gation.
Electric fields could not be calculated for runs made in November through March,
owing to weak return signals from the F-region. Similarly, electric fields often could not
be calculated later in the night, typically after 0100 UT. This is attributable to relatively
low F-region plasma densities which occur during the winter (and at night) due to re
duced photoionization, and chemical recombination. However, note that determination
o f the electric field was possible on all o f the nights when layers were observed.
4.3.2

Absence o f L ayers. A part of understanding the occurrence and formation

thin ion layers is to understand the conditions under which they are not observed. From
the data, two generalizations can be drawn concerning days when layers did not appear.
First, there appears to be a seasonal effect in the occurrence o f thin layers, since no
layers are seen from September through March. This is consistent with known seasonal
dependence in mid-latitude sporadic-E. An explanation o f this effect is offered in Chap
ter 5, which is based on an argument that seasonal variability in the convective electric
field will significantly alter conditions over Sondrestrom.
Second, on those nights without layers for which electric fields could be calculated
(13 of the 24 “ layerless” nights), the electric field was often in directed to the NW or SW
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Table 4.1 Observational Summary (Aug 94 - Mar 95).
LA Y E R
T IM E (UT)

REM ARKS

2345-0037

see Table 4.4

8-9 Sep 94 (2200-0300)

none

E < 10 mV/m

11-12 Sep 94 (2200-0300)

none

HJN D A TE (T IM E (UT))
16-17 A ug 94(1600-1600)

before 0000, E=20 m V/m NW
after 0000 UT, E=35 m V/m SW

20-21 Oct 94 (2200-0300)

none

E=10-35 mV/m SW

21-22 Oct 94 (2200-0300)

none

E not calculated

17-18 Nov 94 (2200-0300)

none

E not calculated

12-13 Dec 94 (2200-0300)

none

E not calculated

13-14 Dec 94 (2200-0300)

none

E not calculated

14-15 Dec 94 (2200-0300)

none

E not calculated

4-5 Jan 95 (2200-0300)

none

E not calculated

7-8 Feb 95 (2200-0300)

none

E not calculated

8-9 Feb 95 (2200-0300)

none

E not calculated

9-10 Feb 95 (2200-0300)

none

E not calculated

22-23 M ar 95(2200-1000)

none

E not calculated

23-24 M ar 95 (2200-1000)

none

E not calculated
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Table 4.2 Observational Summary (May 95 - Jul 95).
RU N D A TE (T IM E (UT))

LA Y ER
T IM E (UT)

REM ARKS

8-9 M ay 95 (2200-0300)

none

9-10 M ay 95 (2200-0300)

none

E=20 mV/m, near due W

10-11 M ay 95 (2200-0300)

0048-0111

see Table 4.4

22-23 May 95 (2130-0300)

2220-2242

see Table 4.4

23-24 May 95 (2200-0300)

none

24-25 M ay 95 (2200-0300)

none

E= 10-20 mV/m, NW and SW

17-18 Jul 95 (2330-0300)

none

E=20-35 mV/m
NW: 2200-0000,0020-0045 UT
SW: 0000-0020 UT
signal too weak after 0045

18-19 Jul 95(2200-0300)

2236-2304
2321-2350

see Table 4.4

19-20 Jul 95 (2200-0300)

2350-0058

see Table 4.4

20-21 Jul 95 (2200-0300)

0006-0136

see Table 4.4

2230-0030, E=20 mV/m NW
signal too weak at other times

E=25-40 mV/m
NW: 2200-30, 2245-2345,
0000-0100
SW: 2230-45, 2345-0000
signal too weak after 0100
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Table 4.3 Observational Summary (Aug 95).
RUN DATE (TIM E (UT))
LA Y ER
REM ARKS
______________________________T IM E (UT)_____________________________
31 Jul- 1 Aug 95 (2130-0600)

none

2130-2310: E=15 mV/m NE
2310-0020: E=25 mV/m NW
0020-0120: E -55 mV/m N
signal too weak after 0120

1-2 Aug 95(2145-0500)

none

2145-0100: E<10m V /m
0100-0300: E=35 mV/m NE
(near N)
signal too weak after 0300

2-3 Aug 95 (2200-0230)

none

E= 15-25 mV/m, NW-NE, near
due N

3-4 Aug 95 (2200-0400)

2311-0001

see Table 4.4

4-5 Aug 95 (2200-0500)

2223-2235
2248-2259

see Table 4.4

14-15 Aug 95 (2145-0300)

2158-2226

see Table 4.4

15-16 Aug 95 (2200-0300)

2330-2346

see Table 4.4

16-17 Aug 95 (2200-0300)

none

E=25-40 mV/m, NW-NE, near
due N

18-19 Aug 95 (2200-0300)

none

E=25-40 mV/m, NW-NE, near
due N
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for several hours at a time, suggesting that if metallic ions were present, layers should
have been observed. This was true in nine o f the 13 cases. On only one night (8-9 Sep
94) was the electric field strength so low that neutral winds might have been expected to
dominate the E-field. On only two nights (16-17 and 18-19 Aug 95) was the electric
field consistently to the NE or very near to due N in the NW quadrant, conditions which
theory indicates as unfavorable for layer formation. On the night o f 1-2 Aug 95, the field
was very weak for several hours, then intensified, but was directed primarily in the NE
quadrant (but near due magnetic north).

These observations are consistent with the

theoretical expectation that an electric field to the NE (or to the NW , but near due north)
prohibits the formation o f layers. They also strongly suggest that appropriate (i.e., NW
or SW) electric field direction is insufficient to guarantee the formation o f a layer. Un
less the theory o f layer formation is defective (a possibility that seems unlikely), this im
plies a deficiency in the population o f metallic ions on the nights in question. This topic
will be discussed further in Chapter 5.
4.3.3

O bserved L ayers. Some characteristics o f the layers observed in the course

o f this investigation on shown in Table 4.4, which gives the general character o f the
electric field at the time the layer was observed, the average altitude o f the layer (along
with an indication of vertical motion or whether it was tilted), and an estimate of its
(magnetic) north-south extent. By construction, Table 4.4 provides a snapshot of the
layer, but cannot capture such features as layer drift, horizontal variation o f the electric
field, or the condition o f the electric field prior to the appearance o f the layer. There
fore, a more complete description of each event is given below.

Interpretation of the

observations is provided in section 4.4.
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DATE
(UT)

T able 4.4 Summary of Layer Characteristics.
LA YER ALTITUDE
ELECTRIC FIELD
(km)
(at layer time)

N-S
EXTENT
(km)

16-17 Aug 94
(2345-0008)
(0002-0037)

20-30 m V/m NW
20-30 m V/m SW

110

100

50-100
50-100

11 M ay 95
(0048-0111)

<15 m V/m NW

109

150

22 M ay 95
(2220-2242)

<25 m V/m SW

drifted from 115 to 110

50-75

18 Jul 95
(2236-2304)
(2321-2350)

25 m V/m SW
<10 mV/m variable

drifted from 113 to 105
109

>100
>150

19-20 Jul 95
(2350-0058)

35-50 m V/m NW

tilted up to S, 105-110

>150

21 Jul 95
(0006-0136)

<10 mV/m variable

105

<75

3-4 Aug 95
(2311-0001)

15-20 mV/m NW

108

100 to >150

4 A ug 95
(2223-2235)
(2248-2259)

15-25 m V/m N
25-40 m V/m N

120
120

75
75

14 Aug 95
(2158-2226)

<10 mV/m variable

tilted up to S, 100-110

100 to >200

15 A ug 95
(2330-2346)

<10 mV/m NW

105

>100
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On 16-17 Aug 94, two layers were observed at times (2345-0008 UT; 0002-0037
UT) when the electric field was in the NW or SW quadrant. However, there was a pe
riod o f about 75 minutes when the “proper” field was present w ithout layers being seen.
Prior to 2230 UT, the electric field was very weak. At 2230 U T it intensified to ap
proximately 30 mV/m NW, then swung to the west at 2320 UT. After 0045 UT the sig
nal strength was too low to allow estimation o f the electric field. As indicated in Figure
4.5, the two layers
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in UT. The lines at ±110 indicates the limit-of-view at an altitude
of ~ 110 km. Layers are indicated with vertical lines. The conven
tion for electric field direction is outward from the “+ ”s. Locations
where low signal strength precluded estimation o f the electric field
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observed both appeared to drift from the north to the south, the first at -1 0 0 m/s, the
second at -7 0 nVs (drift estimation was made by inspection o f ionization plots, the
pow er spectra were not well enough defined to allow the more sophisticated approach
described earlier). Auroral precipitation was present from 2200 UT to 0030 UT, with a
bottom-side at -1 2 0 km. The layers were evident at altitudes below the auroral ioniza
tion. The horizontal extent o f the aurora was broader than that of the layers.
On 10-11 May 95, the geophysical situation was much less complicated; no aurora
was observed during the experiment. A layer was observed during 0048-0111 UT. The
electric field was weak or to the NE before 0100 UT. As the layer appeared, the field
intensified to 20-30 mV/m to the NW. It continued to intensify, and turned progres
sively more northward, becoming NE at around 0218 UT. The layer had a region of
relatively
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low density at its middle, indicated by dashed lines in Figure 4.6. Apparent drift o f the
layer is to the north. Calculated layer drift was: south at 1±25 m/s; west at 58±35 m/s.
On 22 May 95, no aurora was observed prior to the event, although some auroral
ionization was detected later, between 2340 and 0045 UT. A layer was observed from
2220-2242 UT. The electric field was very weak up to the time that the layer was seen.
Coincident with observation of the layer, the field intensified, and became generally di
rected to the SW. It retained this configuration until approximately 0100 UT after which
the electric field direction moved into the NW quadrant. As shown in Figure 4.7, the
layer was only observed in three scans, and in fact “ skipped” a scan, which suggests the
existence of two layers and/or rapid horizontal drift. Layer drift velocity was calculated
from the power spectra of the first two layer-containing scans, yielding 125 m/s directed
to the SW (130° west o f north), with an uncertainty in the magnitude o f the velocity on
the order of AvLos (which is assumed to be 50 m/s).
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For the experiment conducted on the night o f 18-19 Jul 95, aurora was not detected
until well after the layers were observed, commencing at 0115 UT. T w o layers were ob
served, one at 2236-2304 UT, and the other at 2321-2350 UT. The electric field was
initially directed to the NE, turned to the NW at 2230 UT, and passed into the SW quad
rant as the first layer formed. The field weakened after the first layer had disappeared,
and rem ained that way while the second layer was observed. At approxim ately 0030 U T
the electric field intensified to - 2 5 mV/m, and fluctuated in direction from NW to NE for
the rem ainder of the experimental period. Apparent drift velocity fo r the first layer was
130 m/s to the south which is in rough agreement with analysis o f the pow er spectra,
which yielded value ~100±30 m/s to the south and 5±20 m/s to the west. T he second
layer exhibited similar apparent drift (signal strength was too weak to m ake an estimate
using the pow er spectra). Figure 4.8 shows the structure o f the electric field when the
first layer was present.
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The event seen at 2350-0058 U T on the night o f 19-20 Jul 95 was the most interest
ing o f all o f those observed during this investigation. Other layers tended to be horizon
tal with no detectable tilt, but here this was not the case. The layer bent upward to the
south, as illustrated in Figure 4.9(a-d). The location at which it turned upward coincided
with an abrupt change in the latitudinal structure of electric field from NW in the north,
to NE in the south, as shown in Figure 4.10. Field strength during the time the layer was
present was quite high, 35-50 mV/m. Prior to observation of the layer, the electric field
had been directed to the N E at - 2 5 mV/m for over an hour. As the layer disappeared
from view, the strength o f the electric field dropped to under 20 mV/m to the NW,
where it rem ained until 0120 UT. A t that time the field intensified slightly, and turned to
approximately due north.

Apparent layer drift was to the south at -7 0 m/s, but the

spectra derived from the short-pulse experiment were not adequate for a Doppler analy
sis.
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The layer appearing on the night o f 20-21 Jul 95, was first detected at 0006 UT, and
persisted for approximately 90 minutes. Its density tended to be ju st at the threshold of
detection, weaker than layers seen on other nights. T he layer exhibited no apparent drift,
but signal strengths were too low to confirm this by calculation o f the drift velocity.
From 2200 UT, the start time for the experiment, until 2230 U T the electric field was
directed to the NE at 20 mV/m. For the remainder o f the night (including the time that
the layer was observed), it was weak and variable in direction.
Auroral precipitation was prevalent on the night o f 3-4 Aug 95, including the time
that the layer was observed (2311-0001 UT), e.g., see Figure 4.11(a-d). Interestingly,
thin layers sometimes appeared to be superimposed on auroral patterns, as can be seen in
Figure 4.11 (c). The electric field was usually directed to the NW before, during, and
after the event (Figure 4.12). Low signal strength precluded calculation o f layer drift.
Apparent drift in the north-south direction is difficult to interpret. It is possible that tw o
layers are observed here: the first from 2311-2333 U T with a fainter layer seen from
2333 to 0001 UT.
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F igure 4.11(a) Density plot for 3 Aug 95, 2311-2316 UT. Notice
the intense aurora south o f the layer.
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F ig u re 4.11(c) Density plot for 3 Aug 95, 2322-2327 UT. Here
the layer spans two auroral arcs.
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F igure 4.11(d) Density plot for 3 Aug 95, 2328-2333 UT. Notice
the intense aurora north o f the layer, and less intense precipitation
over the layer.
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F igure 4.12 Relationship of the layer observed on 3 Aug 95 to the
electric field (see Figure 4.5 for a description of the plot).
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The two layers seen on 4 Aug 95 (2223-2235 UT; 2248-2259 UT) were both ob
served for only two scans. They were located at an altitude o f 120 km, the highest of
any seen during the course of this investigation. The electric field at the time the layers
were observed was quite strong, and directed almost due north (see Figure 4.13). Layer
drift calculations were not possible, due to weak signals and the short duration of the
layers.
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F igure 4.13 Relationship of the layers observed on 4 Aug 95 to
the electric field (see Figure 4.5 for a description of the plot).

The layer observed on 14 Aug 95 was present at the start of the experiment, lasting
from 2158 UT until 2226 UT. At that time the electric field was very weak, and re
mained so while the layer was present. The field did intensify to 30-50 mV/m to the SW
at about 2345 UT (over an hour after the layer had disappeared), and remained in that
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general condition until 0115 UT, when the signal became too weak to make further
electric field calculations.. The layer was initially horizontal at an altitude o f 110 km, but
the last scan showed a downward tilt from 110 km at the layer’s southern edge to 100
km at its northern boundary. The calculated drift for this layer was east at 5±25 m/s, and
south at 70±35 m/s.
The final layer, observed in the course o f this investigation, occurred on 15 Aug 95,
from 2330 UT to 2346 UT. This was another case for which the electric field was quite
weak and variable. Auroral precipitation occurred almost continuously prior to the layer
being detected, but had disappeared by 2315 UT. Apparent layer drift was to the south,
but signal strength was too weak to allow for analysis of the short-pulse spectra.
4.4 Discussion
4.4.1

G eneral. Of the total o f 13 layers observed over ten nights, four (occurring

on 18 Jul 95 (second layer), 21 Jul 95, 14 Aug 95, and 15 Aug 95) were seen when the
electric field strength was so low that the effect of the neutral wind on ion motion would
be comparable to that of the electric field. None o f them displayed downward motion,
which would be expected if a layer is in the process of formation at a node in the struc
ture o f the atmospheric tide. Thus, it is likely that these four layers had been substan
tially formed prior to being observed, and were subsequently transported over the station
by the action o f the neutral wind. W hether the electric field, or the effect of the neutral
wind, dominated the formation of these layers is a m atter o f pure speculation, since for
mation probably occurred away from the station prior to the time o f observation. How
ever, it is interesting to note that these four layers were indistinguishable from the other
layers observed, in terms of altitude and horizontal extent.
The balance o f this section is devoted to interpretation o f those events for which the
influence o f the electric field could reasonably be expected to determine the motion of
the metallic ions, i.e., the neutral wind could be taken to be negligible. Specific topics to
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be discussed include: the altitude and tim e o f occurrence o f layers; layer drift; horizontal
extent; and the connection o f auroral precipitation to the observation o f layers.
4.4.2

A ltitude o f O c c u rre n c e.

Theory predicts that layers forming for electric

fields directed to the SW should be found at low er altitudes than those forming for fields
directed to the NW. Within the NW quadrant, the more northerly the field is directed,
the higher is the altitude o f convergence. Furthermore, layers formed by SW fields are
expected to slowly drift dow nw ard at a decreasing rate, while those form ed by NW fields
tend to remain at the same altitude as long as the field direction remains unchanged. The
observations support this general picture.
The difference in altitude for layers form ed by NW versus SW electric fields is best
illustrated by comparing the tw o layers seen on 16-17 Aug 94. The electric field was
predominantly to the NW when the first layer was observed at an altitude o f 110 km.
The second layer appeared as the first disappeared, and the field turned to the SW. Its
altitude was 100 km, lower than the first layer.
O f the three layers observed when the electric field was to the SW , tw o exhibited
marked downward drift (22 M ay 95; first layer o f 18 Jul 95). The third (i.e., the second
layer o f 16-17 Aug 94) was located at an altitude o f 100 km, low enough that downward
drift might be approaching zero due to increasing drag from the neutral atmosphere.
The layer observed on 19-20 Jul 95 is consistent with the theoretical prediction that
increasingly northerly fields are associated with layer formation at higher altitudes. In
this case, the electric field in the vicinity o f the layer turns to the north as one moves
southw ard along the geomagnetic meridian. Concurrently, the altitude of the layer in
creases, as expected.
The layers with the highest altitude (120 km) were seen on 4 Aug 95, when a strong
electric field directed alm ost due north was present.

Recall from Chapter 3, that the

convergence altitude increases rapidly as a northwesterly field becomes more closely di
rected to due (magnetic) north, and that the layer formation mechanism becomes less
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efficient, i.e., it takes a longer time for a layer to form. Thus, it is unlikely that these lay
ers form ed under the action o f the observed field. Rather, it is suggested that these lay
ers had form ed at lower altitudes under conditions when the field was more westerly.
Subsequently, they drifted into a region o f increasingly northward electric field, where
the layer was lifted upward. The observation o f these layers over Sondrestrom , could be
interpreted as a snapshot o f this process.
As shown above, the relationship between electric field direction and the altitude at
which layers w ere observed during this investigation are in general agreement with the
theory discussed in Chapter 3. However, in conformity with earlier studies (see Chapter
1), it has been found that layers observed for electric fields to the NW were at lower alti
tudes than expected. In Chapter 3, it was suggested that this could be explained by a
systematic error in the Banks-Kockarts collision frequency. To test this hypothesis, the
value o f the collision frequency (in terms o f fractions of v Bk) at the altitude o f the layer
has been determined for two cases (selected because in each, the electric field direction
and altitude o f the layer are well-defined). In the first case, the layer o f 11 May 95, the
layer altitude is 109 km, and the electric field is directed at -4 1 ° west o f magnetic north.
For the second case considered, the layer o f 19 Jul 95, the altitude is 105 km, and the
field direction is ~52°.

Figure 4.14 depicts a graphical solution for the collision fre

quency. As can be seen, a better fit to the data is achieved if the collision frequency is
set between 0.1 and 0.2 times the Banks-Kockarts value. Since the ion-neutral collision
frequency is proportional to the neutral density, this discrepancy could be due to a prob
lem with the M SISE-90 model. However, this implies that the MSIS model underesti
m ates density by nearly an order o f magnitude, which does not seem likely. Rather, the
trouble is m ore probably that the induced dipolar interaction, used in deriving the B-K
collision frequency, does not adequately model the physics o f ion-neutral collisions. Of
course the evidence presented here is rather sparse, but is believed to be sufficiently
com pelling to warrant future study o f this topic.
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4.4.3

Time o f Occurrence. One would expect that the time-of-day at which layers

form is determined by the location o f the station as it moves under the overall convection
pattern; at times the station is under a N W or SW field, and at other times it is not. Such
considerations drove the timing o f the experiments conducted during this investigation.
Indeed, of the 13 layers observed, only two persisted beyond 0100 U T (recall that all of
the radar experiments spanned at least 2200 - 0300 UT). This theme is pursued further
in the next chapter.

Below, two other significant features in the data are discussed.

These play an important part in motivating the development o f a qualitative model of
layer occurrence outlined in Chapter 5.
One feature, that stands out when reviewing days on which layers occur, is that there
are many periods of time during which a NW or SW electric field is present, yet no lay
ers are observed. As discussed in section 4.3.2, this was also seen to be the case on
those days when layers were not seen at all. The implication is that metallic ions are
sometimes not present in the vicinity o f Sondrestrom, or at least have total abundances
that are too low to produce layers detectable with our experiment. There is no reason to
believe that this conclusion should not hold at all high-latitude locations. This implies
that large-scale horizontal transport o f ions must redistribute metallic ions, leading to
“preferred” times and locations for layer formation. Subsequently, these layers may drift
away, perhaps to be observed at a site rem ote from their point o f origin.
A more subtle effect is associated with three of the nine layers which were observed
under conditions when the electric field dominated the neutral wind. These three layers
were seen at times when abrupt changes in the electric field structure occurred, from
configurations not conducive to layer formation to ones for which layer formation would
be expected. On 11 May 95 and 22 May 95, layers were observed as the field suddenly
increased in strength. On 18 Jul 95, a layer was seen as the field direction swung from
approximately due magnetic north to SW , while its magnitude remained relatively con
stant.

In each of these cases the layer was present 20-30 minutes, disappearing while
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favorable electric fields continued to remain.

One interpretation o f this effect is that

what is being observed is the formation o f a layer, followed by its drift from the field of
view. A problem with this explanation is that the rate observed o f “form ation” is much
faster than theoretically predicted (see Chapter 3). An alternate interpretation follows
from thinking of changes in the observed electric field as arising from the motion o f the
station relative to the large-scale high-latitude convection pattern (this view point is only
a crude approximation, since the convection pattern is not fixed in tim e, due to changes
in the IM F and to the fact that the geographic and geomagnetic poles do not coincide).
This implies that a discontinuity in the electric field structure w ould approach Sondre
strom from geographic east at a speed o f -1 8 0 m/s (this corresponds to a velocity of
-1 4 0 m/s to the magnetic west, and -1 1 0 m/s to the magnetic south).

As shown in

Chapter 3, theory predicts that layers should drift with a com ponent to the magnetic
west (if the electric field is directed in the NW or SW quadrant). If the drift velocity ex
ceeds 140 m/s (which is quite likely on theoretical grounds, especially for fields directed
to the NW ), then a layer would tend to “pile up” along the discontinuity in the field
structure. If this is the case, what is observed with the radar m ight simply be the trans
port o f this layer over the station.
W hatever the precise interpretation of the observations might be, it appears that the
horizontal transport o f metallic ions must play a decisive role in determ ining the time
(and location) of layer formation. This idea is revisited in the next chapter.
4.4.4

H orizontal S tru c tu re . For this scanning experiment, the field-of-view at the

altitudes where layers were observed is -2 0 0 km along the m agnetic meridian, thus es
tablishing an upper limit on determination of north-south extent. Horizontal structure in
the magnetic east-west direction cannot be unambiguously assessed. Taking these limi
tations into account, the observations do indicate that the latitudinal extent o f thin layers
is often in the range o f 50-150 km. This suggests that thin ion layers found at high lati
tudes might better be regarded as patches of ionization, rather than layers, since the term
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layer connotes a structure o f broad horizontal extent. H ow ever, this conclusion m ust be
tem pered by recalling that the density threshold for detection o f the layers discussed here
was high, - l x l O 5 cm '3. Therefore, the extent o f the layers may have been larger than
reported here; the radar experiments may have ju st resolved the high density portions of
m ore expansive layers. Even so, it would appear that the horizontal structure o f thin
metallic ion layers at high latitudes is patchy in nature, characterized by enhancements in
the ion density as one m oves along a layer.
4.4.5

L a y e r D rift. The theory outlined in C hapter 3, indicates that thin metallic ion

layers should drift in a m anner characterized by the direction o f the electric field: for
layers form ed at the convergence altitude in a NW field, the drift should be due west; for
layers form ed with southerly electric fields the drift should be nearly aligned with the
horizontal projection o f the electric field. Unfortunately, the determ ination of the hori
zontal m otion o f thin layers proved to be m ore difficult than anticipated.
A crude estim ate o f the drift along the magnetic meridian w as m ade by marking the
apparent m ovem ent o f a layer in sequential scans. How ever, the results o f such analysis
can be misleading in cases when the layer has relatively small horizontal scale and/or drift
in the east-w est direction is also occurring. Since the ion layers appear to have patchy
horizontal structure, and theory predicts substantial w estw ard drift velocity, the apparent
drift velocities reported previously should be m et with skepticism.

A better way to

m easure layer drift is through the Doppler analysis, but this technique also had its limita
tions.
In order to apply the technique described in section 4.2.4 to calculate layer drift, two
requirem ents m ust be met: the radar signal must be strong enough to yield power spec
tra well enough defined to conduct D oppler analysis; and the electric field must not vary
m uch spatially (along the layer) or in time (between the two scans used to make the es
tim ate). It w as found that these conditions were m et for only three layers. Calculated
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layer drift for these cases is given in Table 4.5. The general direction of drift in each in
stance corresponded with that predicted by theory.

T able 4.5 Summary o f M easured Layer Drifts.
LAYER
DATE

ELECTRIC
FIELD

EASTW ARD
DRIFT (m/s)

NORTHW ARD
DRIFT (m/s)

11 May 95

NW

-58 ± 35

-1 ± 2 5

22 May 95

SW

-95 ± 30

-83 ± 4 0

18 Jul 95 (1st)

SW

-5 ± 2 0

-100 ± 3 0

4.4.6 Auroral Connection. This investigation did not establish any clear causal re
lationship between the occurrence of thin ion layers, and the incidence auroral precipita
tion. For the limited cases studied, layers were seen before, during, and after auroral
ionization was detected. Layers were also observed on nights for which no aurora was
present during the time of the experiment. One event does rate special consideration
here. The layer observed on 3-4 Aug 95 was sometimes superimposed on regions of
auroral ionization. It seemed that the presence o f auroral precipitation did not in any
way disrupt the layer. This suggests a possible connection between thin ion layers and
the observation of enhanced optical emissions, sometimes seen to emanate from thin
horizontal layers within an auroral arc (Hallinan et al., 1985). This subject is beyond the
scope of the present investigation, but merits future consideration.
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4.5 C losure
The main findings of this observational investigation are as follows:
=> There is a strong suggestion that layers preferentially occur during the summer
months. This is a new result, which has not been treated previously. An expla
nation for seasonality in layer occurrence is offered in Chapter 5.
=* As has been seen in earlier studies, layers are often not observed, even though fa
vorable electric fields are present. Current theory cannot account for this feature
in the data. This subject will be revisited in Chapter 5.
=> Layers forming in the evening over Sondrestrom tend to appear before 0100 UT.
=> Layers tend to be observed in conjunction with abrupt changes in the structure of
the convective electric field.
=> Layers were observed to drift horizontally, as predicted by the theoretical devel
opment in Chapter 3.
=> As observed in earlier investigations, layers occurring in conjunction with north
westerly directed electric fields appeared at altitudes below that predicted by the
current theory.

Empirical measurements of the ion-neutral collision frequency

suggest that the widely used induced-dipole model for the collision frequency is
too large by a factor o f about ten.
=> The horizontal structure (along the geomagnetic meridian) was found to be on
the order o f 50-150 km, consistent with the findings o f Bristow and Watkins
(1993).
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CHAPTER 5
OCCURRENCE OF THIN METALLIC ION LAYERS
5.1 Introduction
The results of the observational program described in Chapter 4, suggest two gen
eralizations concerning the occurrence o f thin metallic ion layers at high latitudes, under
the condition that the effect of the electric field dominates that o f the neutral wind. First,
it is quite clear that an electric field directed to the magnetic northwest or southwest is
necessary, but not sufficient, for the occurrence o f thin layers. Second, there is evidence
o f a seasonal variation in the rate o f occurrence o f thin layers, with more layers being
observed during the summer months (in the Northern Hemisphere). The objective of this
chapter is to put forward a plausible explanation for both of these effects.
When layers are not observed after the electric field has been directed to the NW or
SW for a period o f time, an obvious conclusion one can draw is that the population of
metallic ions in the vicinity o f the station is too low to permit formation of a detectable
layer (alternately, times when layers do form could be associated with relative enhance
ments of the local ion population). In Chapter 2, it was shown that meteoric and rele
vant chemical processes (the sources and sinks of metallic ions) proceed slowly, typically
with time scales on the order of days. On the other hand, theory predicts that ions can
be efficiently lifted out of the background ion layer by northeasterly directed electric
fields, and attain horizontal velocities of several hundred meters per second as they reach
altitudes of reduced ion-neutral drag. This implies that transport governs the distribution
o f metallic ions. Ion transport is determined by the spatial and temporal structure of the
convective electric field, indicating that an understanding of the occurrence o f thin layers
requires a careful analysis of the convection pattern over the entire polar region.
Similarly, seasonal variations in meteoric and chemical processes do not appear ca
pable of explaining the increased rate o f occurrence of thin layers during the summer.
The influx of sporadic meteoroids peaks during the autumn months, while several major
124
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m eteor showers (e.g., the Geminid and Quadrantid showers) take place during the win
ter. Enhancement of metallic ion populations due to increased photoionizaton during the
summer months has been shown to be insignificant (W hitehead, 1989), because the
photoionization rates for metals are very low (Swider, 1969). However, if the average
structure o f the convection pattern varies with season, then one would expect the redis
tribution o f ions through the transport process to also differ from season to season in
some average sense. This might explain the seasonal effect in the occurrence o f thin lay
ers.
The above discussion suggests a working hypothesis that will be examined in this
chapter:

the occurrence o f thin ion layers (under geophysical conditions when the

electric fie ld dominates the neutral wind) is determ ined by the redistribution o f metallic
ions linked to the temporal and spatial structure o f the convective electric fie ld . A rig
orous test of this hypothesis would require the developm ent o f a detailed three
dimensional simulation of metallic ion transport, a project which is beyond the scope of
this thesis. However, a qualitative evaluation is possible, one which draws upon a re
cently introduced model o f high-latitude convective potentials (Weimer, 1995), and the
theory o f ion transport outlined in Chapter 3. This conceptual analysis will be seen to
generally support the validity o f the hypothesis, and also provides the basis for the future
developm ent of the three-dimensional simulation suggested by this thesis work.
5.2 An E lectric Field M odel
For this study, electric potentials obtained from a m odel devised by W eimer [ 1995]
are used to calculate the electric field. W eim er’s model is based upon in situ m easure
ments of the electric field made from the DE-2 satellite between August 1981 and March
1983. These observations were related to measurements o f the interplanetary magnetic
field (IMF) provided by the ISEE 3 and IM P 8 satellites. The data were then sorted in
one o f two ways: by the angle o f the IM F in the geocentric solar magnetospheric (GSM)
Y-Z plane and the magnitude of the IM F’s tangential com ponent (the magnitude of the
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vector sum o f By and Bz); o r by the IM F angle in the Y-Z plane and the dipole tilt angle,
i.e., the angle between the dipolar axis and the GSM Z-axis. The latter method is of
special interest for the present investigation, since the tilt angle is related to the season,
so by construction W eimer’s model allows one to produce average convection patterns
(given the IM F angle) for summer and winter. The electric potential, as a function of
m agnetic local time (MLT) and corrected geomagnetic (CGM) latitude, was then de
term ined using a least error fit o f spherical harmonics. Figure 5.1 is a representative plot
of a convective field generated using W eim er’s model.
Although expressing the convective field in the CGM coordinate system is useful for
many applications, for the present investigation the electric field in the geographic coor
dinate system is required. The coordinate conversion is accomplished using an algorithm
developed by Gustafsson et al. [1992], yielding the electric potential as a function of
geographic latitude and longitude at a specified universal time (UT) and altitude (250 km
was selected for this study). The horizontal components o f the electric field are calcu
lated directly from the potential by differentiation. Recalling that the convective electric
field is assumed to be orthogonal to the geomagnetic field, the vertical component is then
found by solving E o B = 0.
Having obtained the electric field, one can use equations 3.4a-c to calculate the ion
velocity. For example, Figure 5.2 shows examples o f polar plots of the o f the horizontal
com ponent of ion velocity, which have been calculated assuming no neutral wind, and
that the altitude is such that ExB drift defines the velocity (a good assumption for alti
tudes greater than -1 5 0 km). Notice that in each case the general shape o f the flow field
corresponds to the equipotential lines shown in Figure 5.1, but that there are slight dif
ferences in the specific shape o f the fields as a function of UT. This is so because the
orientation of the dipole axis with respect to the Sun changes with UT, which should
lead to a variation in the coupling between the geomagnetic field and the IMF, and hence
a difference in the convection pattern.
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Figure 5.1 Example of the convective electric potential (from
Weimer, 1995), plotted in terms of CGM latitude and MLT. Spe
cific IMF conditions for this figure are: 3.5 < BT < 5.2 n T ; and IMF
is directed along the +Y-axis (GSM ), i.e., B2 = 0. The original fig
ure is in color, and doesn’t reproduce well here. The important
thing to observe is the shape o f the pattern, since it corresponds to
streamlines for horizontal ion flow.
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(a )

BO

(b)

Figure 5.2 Geographic polar plot o f the horizontal component of
the ion velocity field arising from the electric field described by Fig
ure 5.1. Fields are plotted for two different times: (a) 0000 UT;
and (b) 1200 UT. The velocity has been calculated at an altitude
250 km, high enough that ExB drift defines the ion motion. Note
that the speed associated with the maximum velocity arrow is in
meters per second. The location o f Sondrestrom is marked with
“SON.”
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5.3 Possible Layer Occurrence
Recall that both theory and the observations indicate that a necessary, but not suffi
cient condition, for the occurrence o f thin layers is an electric field directed to the mag
netic NW or SW. One can get an idea o f the regions at which layer formation is possible
at a given UT by constructing a polar plot with areas o f NW or SW fields identified, e.g.,
see Figure 5.3. 'When viewing Figure 5.3, it is important to note that these plots repre
sent a snapshot in time, in this case 2100 UT. Nevertheless, there is a marked difference
for IMF north versus IMF south, and a m ore subtle seasonal effect.
By overlaying a sequence o f plots made for different times over the course o f the
day, one can see the daily extent o f the region o f possible layer occurrence, as is illus
trated in Figure 5.4. For southward IMF, there is little difference in the region o f possi
ble layer occurrence between summer and winter.

However, for northward IMF, the

necessary field configuration extends ~5°-10° farther south during the summer. Figure
5.5 depicts the direction o f the electric field over Sondrestrom for various seasons and
IMF conditions. The remarkable feature here is the absence o f favorable conditions for
layer formation over Sondrestrom during the w inter for IM F north.
The above analysis provides significant insight into the question o f layer occurrence.
As might be expected, the direction of the IM F plays a major role in defining the geo
graphic extent of the region of possible layer formation. This is especially important at
lower latitudes, which may fall completely outside of the zone of possible occurrence for
certain IMF configurations, as was shown to be the case for Sondrestrom during the
winter for IMF north. Similarly, the seasonal variation in layer occurrence at Sondre
strom may be explained by IMF-related differences in the average convection pattern.
Since it is reasonable to assume that the probability o f finding the z-component of the
IMF to be positive is equal to that of finding it to be negative, the results shown in Fig
ures 5.4 and 5.5 strongly suggest that layers are more likely to occur during the summer,
consistent with the observations made during this investigation.
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(a)
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(b)

F ig u re 5.3 Geographic polar plot o f regions of possible layer for
mation (shaded) at 2100 U T for: (a) summer, IMF-north; (b) win
ter, IM F-north; (c) summ er, IM F-south; (d) winter, IM F-south.
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(d)

Figure 5.3 continuation.
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(a)

(b )

Figure 5.4 Geographic polar plot o f regions of possible layer for
mation (shaded) over an entire day for: (a) summer, IMF-north; (b)
winter, IMF-north; (c) summer, IMF-south; (d) winter, IMF-south.
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(d)

F igure 5.4 continuation.
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FIELD DIRECTION - NW (b lack), SW (gray), East (w h ite )
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F igure 5.5 M odel-derived direction o f the electric field over Sondrestrom as a function o f UT for various combinations o f season
and IMF direction.
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5.4 Ion Transport and the O ccurrence o f Layers: Basic Concepts
In section 5.3, a plausible explanation for the seasonal variation in layer occurrence
over Sondrestrom was put forw ard, based upon a simple evaluation o f when and where
the conditions necessary for layer form ation (in terms o f electric field direction) prevail.
Of course, this approach cannot account for the failure to see layers whenever the cor
rect conditions are present. By hypothesis, the redistribution o f metallic ions by trans
port is responsible for providing enhancem ents to the local ion population, sufficient for
formation o f detectable layers. In this section, an argum ent is developed in support of
this proposition.
As was shown in Chapter 3, when the electric field is directed to the magnetic NE,
ions can be lifted up out of the broad background metallic layer which is centered at an
altitude o f -9 5 km (fields to the SE also drive ions upward, for altitudes above the di
vergent null in the vertical velocity profile). Neglecting gravity (and the neutral wind),
an ion subjected to such a field would move upward, but would be constrained to a sur
face norm al to the geomagnetic field. Thus, as it moved upward it would also be moving
poleward and to the magnetic west. H ow ever, consideration o f equation 3.2 indicates
that gravity is non-negligible at sufficiently high altitudes, where the ion velocity is given
by
y „ E x B + (g o B )
B

B 2v

where v is the ion-neutral collision frequency. To better appreciate the effect of gravity,
assume that the electric field is everywhere directed due east, and

adopt a centered-

dipole model for the geomagnetic field. In this case, an ion’s trajectory will remain in the
same meridional plane. Figure 5.6 shows the trajectory of an iron ion, initially at an alti
tude o f 100 km and a dipole latitude o f 60°, when the field strength is 50 mV/m. Gravity
limits the rise of this ion to an altitude o f -3 0 0 km. Since a degree o f latitude
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M AGN ETIC LA TITU D E

F ig u re 5.6 Trajectory o f an ion in a centered-dipole magnetic field,
and subject to an eastward electric field with a strength of 50
mV/m. Comparison of the curves illustrates the effect o f neglecting
gravity.

F igure 5.7 Influence of the electric field strength on the trajectory
of an ion in a centered-dipole magnetic field. The electric field in
each case is directed to the magnetic east.
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corresponds to about 100 km in distance along the Earth’s surface, it is apparent that the
motion of the ion is very nearly horizontal over most o f its path. Figure 5.7 shows the
impact of varying the strength of the electric field; the maximum altitude attained by the
ion is lower as field strength decreases, but this effect is not too dramatic. In Figure 5.8,
the effect o f the initial latitude is highlighted. For a given electric field strength, ions
originating at lower latitudes rise to slightly higher altitudes than those starting more
northward, but as they move farther north, their trajectories merge.

Another feature

displayed in Figure 5.8 is that ions north o f 70° dipole latitude do not reach the F-region.
This is a consequence o f increasing magnetic inclination, which limits the contribution
made by the electric field to the vertical component of the ion velocity, as can be under
stood from equation (5.2):
£P
a
v, = — c o s / - —s in /,
B
v

(5.2)

recalling that Ee is the component of the electric field to the magnetic east, and / is the
inclination.
(a)

MAGNETIC LATITUDE

F igure 5.8 Ion trajectories in a centered-dipole magnetic field for
different initial latitudes. The electric field is directed to the east
with a strength of: (a) 10 mV/m; and (b) 50 mV/m.
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From the elementary analysis provided above, one can draw three inferences. First,
after being lifted into the F-region, ions move nearly horizontally. Second, as the ions
are moving horizontally, they should be located within a stream, -25 km in vertical ex
tent, centered between altitudes of 225 and 300 km (these numbers were arrived at by
comparing Figures 5.8a and 5.8b). Finally, at dipole latitudes exceeding -70°, the elec
tric field mechanism is not effective for lifting additional ions into the F-region, and those
originating at lower latitudes will simply pass over this region, so long as the electric
field remains unchanged.

These conclusions find remarkable support in the satellite

measurements of Fe+ made using a mass spectrometer on board the Atmospheric E x
plorer-C during the period December 1973 through November 1978. Grebowsky and
Pharo [1985] report that while measurements were made at altitudes ranging from 145
to 4300 km, most Fe+ observations occurred between 250 and 310 km. Furthermore, as
can be seen in Figure 5.9, most measurements of Fe+ were made on the dayside at invari
ant latitudes

•
1 2 M LT

o
F igure 5.9 Plot o f Fe+ observations made in the F-region by a mass
spectrometer onboard the AE-C satellite (from Grebowsky and
Pharo, 1985). This represents measurements made from 1974
through 1978. Density threshold is 30 cm'3. Note that no meas
urements were made poleward of an invariant latitude of 84°.
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betw een 70° and 80° (note however that the satellite’s orbit precluded measurem ents
polew ard o f 84° invariant latitude, which accounts fo r the absence o f observations near
the pole). This too is consistent with the theoretical analysis given above; northeasterly
electric fields tend to be found on the dayside, and one would expect the ion density to
increase with increasing latitude, as ions from successive latitudes m erge into the flow
(recall Figure 5.8).
The simple model developed above can be extended to study how ions should
“precipitate” from the F-region when encountering a westerly directed electric field. As
sum e that as the ions flow over the pole, the electric field abrupdy changes direction to
due m agnetic west. This field, along with gravity, will force the ions dow nw ard, even
tually form ing a layer. Trajectories for ions initially a t an altitude o f 250 km (associated
with uplift by a 50 mV/m electric field), and at 200 km (associated with a 10 mV/m up
lifting field) are shown in Figure 5.10. Metallic ions flow ing in the F-region, although

(a )

(b )

6
a

D
3

MAGNETIC LATITUDE

F ig u re 5.10 “Precipitation” o f ions encountering a w estw ard elec
tric field as they cross the pole. A centered-dipole m agnetic field is
assumed. Electric field strengths is 50 m V /m in (a), and 10 in (b).
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originating at dipole latitudes o f 50°-70°, return to the lower E-region in a restricted
range of latitudes, at quite high dipole latitudes: 74°-76° and 76°-77° for westerly field
strengths of 50 mV/m and 10 mV/m, respectively. M ost importantly, ions from the Fregion are not available for layer formation at latitudes below approximately 75°, regard
less o f the electric field orientation. These results demonstrate a mechanism by which
enhancements (and deficiencies) in the local metallic ion density can be created, support
ing the contention that large-scale redistribution o f metallic ions via horizontal transport
is responsible for the failure to observe layers even when the electric field is properly di
rected.
5.5 Ion Transport and the Occurrence of Layers: A Case Study
O f course, the above discussion of the influence o f horizontal transport on the occur
rence of layers is highly idealized. The actual geomagnetic field is not generated by a
centered dipole, as illustrated in Figure 5.11. Furtherm ore, the convective electric field
exhibits complex temporal and spatial structure, one result of which is the introduction of
a (magnetic) zonal component to the ion flow. Nevertheless, employing the conceptual
framework devised in Section 5.4, one can make a qualitative assessment of at what time
metallic ions, transported from regions of uplift on the dayside can be expected to pre
cipitate over a given point (e.g., Sondrestrom) on the nightside. When dealing with a
more realistic situation, the main points of the simple model to keep in mind are: (a)
metallic ions in the F-region flow horizontally within a relatively narrow range o f alti
tudes, until reaching a region where the electric field forces the stream downward; (b)
precipitation should be restricted to a narrow band of magnetic latitudes (as suggested in
Figure 5.10).
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90

Figure 5.11 Geographic polar plot o f contours of constant dip
latitude (60°, 70°, and 80°) based on the DGRF/IGRF geomagnetic
field model (epoch 1995).
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For example, consider Figure 5.12, which describes the high-altitude (F-region) ve
locity for Fe+ at one-hour intervals between 2200 UT and 0200 UT on a typical day
during the summer months with the IMF directed southward. For regions where the of
electric field has a (magnetic) easterly component, the velocity field depicted in Figure
5.12 is an excellent representation of the flow field for the ions. As ions enter shaded
regions, corresponding to downward flow, the high-altitude velocity pattern only ap
proximately depicts the flow field, because as the ions reach lower altitudes, their hori
zontal speed decreases, and the velocity changes direction in a systematic manner (as
discussed in Chapter 3): it approaches due magnetic west, if the electric field is in the
NW quadrant; and becomes aligned with the horizontal component of the electric field, if
the field is directed to the SW.
With the above-mentioned qualifications in mind, assume that the velocity field does
(approximately) represent the flow field. Treating the flow pattern in each plot in Figure
5.12 as fixed, an interesting question is: where will ions, flowing in the F-region precipi
tate in the shaded area? To obtain a rough answer, one can trace ion trajectories along
the streamlines associated with the flow pattern. First assume that the ions entering the
region of NW or SW electric fields are flowing in the F-region in an altitude range of
200-250 km. The average values of the ion velocity components, as they drop ffom the
F-region to the altitude of layer formation, can be approximated by
(5.3a)
(5.3b)
(v
\ i /) = - —
B c o s/

(5.3c)

where the x-direction is to the local magnetic east, the y-direction is positive toward
magnetic north, and the z-direction is positive upwards. Using these average values, the
time required for ions to flow from the F-region to the layer altitude can be estimated by
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90

0

180

F igure 5.12 Typical ion flow patterns for IMF southw ard during
the summer months. The velocity magnitudes are in m/s. Shaded
areas correspond to regions where the electric field is directed to
the NW or SW. The region o f metallic ion deposition is indicated
with heavy lines. The times o f the plots are: (a) 2200 UT; (b) 2300
UT; (c) 0000 UT; (d) 0100 UT; and (e) 0200 UT.
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F ig u re 5.12 continuation.
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Figure 5.12 continuation.
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F igure 5.12 continuation.
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F igure 5.12 continuation.
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Az
Ar» T -r,
(V*)

(5.4)

and the horizontal distance traveled along the streamline in that time is
A L = A ^ ( v x)2 + ( v y) 2 .

(5.5)

Substituting from equations (5.3) and (5.4) into equation (5.5) yields
/r. j.
(5.6)

A r V l + sin2 / A
A L ~ ---------------A z.
cos /

For the inclination, use 85°, which by inspection is a reasonable average value o f that
param eter in the region o f interest (recall Figure 5.11). Also, by inspection, the value of
EIB is approximately 0.7 km/s. Calculated values o f ion transit time, and the correspond
ing horizontal displacement are given in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1 Ion Transit Tim e and H orizontal Displacement for Tw o Initial Altitudes.
Initial Altitude

Transit Tim e, At

Horiz. D isplacem ent, AL

250 km

41 min

2400 km

200 km

27 min

1600 km

By inspection o f the plots in Figure 5.12, one sees that the flow pattern does not
change much over intervals on the order o f an hour. Since the calculated transit times
are less than an hour, this gives some confidence that the assumption o f a fixed flow
pattern is acceptable. Thus, to see where ions entering the shaded region (location of
NW or SW electric fields) are deposited at a given UT, simply measure along the
streamlines for a distance o f 1600 and 2400 km. The resulting region o f deposition is
indicated on each plot. Recalling Figure 5.11, notice that the area where ions precipitate
at any given UT is limited, falling primarily within dip latitudes o f 70° and 80°, as ex
pected from the simplified analysis presented in section 5.4. Plots made for other times
(see Figure 5.13) show a sim ilar limitation in the extent of the deposition region.
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The above analysis indicates ions would be deposited over Sondrestrom from 2200
through -2400 UT. After -2 4 0 0 UT, the flow field is such that ions cannot make it to
Sondrestrom. This suggests a relative enhancement of the local metallic ion population
before midnight, which in turn implies a greater chance o f detecting thin layers. On the
other hand, after midnight the occurrence o f layers would be inhibited by a relative
shortage o f ions, despite the presence o f a “properly’ directed electric field. Once again,
it m ust be pointed out that this is only a crude estimate. Nonetheless, these conclusions
have some observational support. Recall the layer observations reported in Chapter 4.
On the days that layers were detected, the experiment ran until at least 0300 UT. O f the
13 layers seen, eight were observed before 2400 UT, and only two persisted after 0100
U T (and these vanished before 0145 UT). Although not conclusive, the simple analysis
provided above and the somewhat sparse observational record together suggest a con
nection between large-scale metallic ion transport and the occurrence of thin layers.
5.6 C losure
In this chapter it has been argued that the temporal and spatial structure of the con
vective electric field can explain important features in the occurrence of thin metallic ion
layers. An apparent decreased rate of occurrence during the winter (at Sondrestrom)
may result from the tendency for properly directed fields to be absent over the station
when the IMF is to the north. In addition, a plausible case was made that large-scale
horizontal transport of metallic ions can result in enhanced local ion populations, which
would increase the probability of formation of a detectable thin layer. Clearly, more
work remains to be done before a complete understanding of the occurrence of thin lay
ers is to be had. As mentioned in section 5.1, a full treatment of layer occurrence de
mands a detailed three-dimensional simulation o f the process. The results of the analysis
performed here both serve to motivate such an effort, and indicate a future line-ofattack.
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T S -0 8 -0 6 .0

90

Figure 5.13 Examples of regions of ion deposition at: (a) 0600
UT; (b) 1200 UT; (c) 1800 UT. The flow pattern is for a typical
day during the summer, with IMF south (the same conditions as in
Figure 5.12).
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Figure 5.13 continuation.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS
6.1 Sum m ary
Thin metallic ion layers at high latitudes have been studied in earnest for only a rela
tively short time, starting with the theoretical work o f Nygren and his colleagues in 1984.
In the following years, observational studies revealed tw o significant deficiencies in the
theory: layers, present when fields are directed to the magnetic northw est, are typically
10-20 km lower than predicted; and layers often fail to appear despite the presence of
electric fields which on a theoretical basis should lead to efficient layer formation.

In

addition, Nygren’s theory concerns itself only with the vertical motion o f the metallic
ions, a limitation also present in subsequent refinements o f the theory made in 1991 by
Bristow and Watkins, and Kirkwood and von Zahn. Thus, the theory is by design inca
pable o f addressing questions relating to the horizontal drift o f layers o r the role o f hori
zontal transport in determining occurrence o f layers.
The chief tool used for studying thin ion layers at high latitudes is the incoherentscatter radar, one o f which is located in Norway, another at Sondrestrom in Greenland.
The observational record, as discussed in Chapter 1, has been rather sparse.

For the

m ost part, the radars have been operated with the beam in a fixed direction, so that hori
zontal motion and structure o f the layers cannot be determined. There had also been no
systematic attempt to determine if there exists a seasonal variation in the rate o f layer
occurrence (as is seen at mid-latitudes).
This thesis describes a coupled theoretical and observational program aimed at clari
fying a number o f the poorly understood aspects o f this interesting phenomenon. Sig
nificant advances in the theory o f thin layers have been made by taking into account the
horizontal transport of metallic ions, which is driven by the spatially and temporally
varying convective electric field.

Execution o f a unique radar experiment at Sondre

strom , capable o f simultaneously determining the electric field and layer characteristics
153
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along the local geomagnetic meridian, has yielded new information about the horizontal
extent and drift o f thin layers as related to the structure of the electric field. Addition
ally, observations were made on a regular basis over the course of an entire year, reveal
ing that layers tend to occur during the summer months. All experiments spanned 2200
0300 UT (some ran for more extended periods), but layers were almost exclusively ob
served prior to 0100 UT. When layers were observed, they exhibited great variability in
terms o f duration, apparent drift, and horizontal extent. As a generalization, the picture
that emerges is one of patches of ionization drifting sometimes quite rapidly across the
field-of-view.
The main conclusions o f this thesis, drawn from a synthesis of the theoretical and ob
servational work, can be formulated as answers to the scientific questions posed in
Chapter 1, and are summarized in Table 6.1. In the next section, these conclusions are
elaborated upon. In addition, several refinements to the theory of the formation o f thin
layers have been made. It has been shown that layer formation is extremely inefficient
when the electric field is directed in the southeast quadrant, or is within 20° o f due
(magnetic) north in the northwest quadrant. Kirkwood and von Zahn [1991] suggested
that variability in the direction of the electric field would tend to broaden and weaken
thin layers formed in the northwest quadrant, thus reducing detectability of these layers.
It has been demonstrated here via simulation that fluctuating field direction does not af
fect the thickness or density of thin ion layers.

Finally, it has been widely believed

(Bristow and Watkins, 1991; Kirkwood and von Zahn, 1991) that layers forming when
the electric field is directed in the southwest quadrant should be broader than those
forming for fields in the northwest quadrant. It has been shown in this thesis that this is
only the case early in the evolution o f a layer, after -4 0 minutes a layer formed for in a
southwesterly electric field has similar thickness and density to one formed for a north
westerly field.
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Table 6.1 Main Conclusions.
Why a ren't thin layers observed whenever the electric fie ld is “properly"
oriented?
Answer: This happens when the local ion population is insufficient for
the formation o f detectable layers. The local metallic ion population is
determined by large-scale horizontal ion transport which itself is deter
mined by the temporal and spatial structure o f the convective electric
field.
Why are layers observed at lower altitudes than predicted by current
theory, when the electric fie ld is directed to the northwest?
Answer: The altitude of layer formation depends upon the ion-neutral
collision frequency. The induced-dipole model for the collision fre
quency, which is used in ionospheric studies, appears to yield values that
are too large by a factor of approximately ten. This could account for the
discrepancy between theory and observations.
To what extent do thin ion layers drift horizontally?
Answer: Theory suggests that layers in a NW electric field should drift
due (magnetic) west with speeds on the order of hundreds of meters per
second, while layers in SW fields should tend to drift parallel to the hori
zontal component of the electric field, with speeds under 100 m/s. The
observations generally support this theoretical prediction.
What is the typical horizontal dimension o f high-latitude thin ion lay
ers?
Answer: Only the layer extent along the geomagnetic meridian could be
observed in this study; this typically ranged from 50 to 150 km. Since the
density threshold for layer detection was quite high, ~105 cm'3, these ob
servations could indicate either truly narrow layers, or patches of en
hanced density in a broader, less dense thin layer.
Is there a seasonal variation in the occurrence o f thin layers?
Answer: The observations strongly suggest that layers over Sondrestrom
form more frequently during the summer months. This is probably at
tributable to a annual variation in the structure of the convective electric
field, an effect which is most noticeable when the IMF is northward.
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6.2 Discussion o f the Main Conclusions
6.2.1

Failure o f Layers to Occur. An electric field with strength greater than ap

proximately 10 mV/m will normally dominate the effect o f the neutral wind on ion mo
tion. If such a field is directed to the magnetic northwest or southwest, a layer should
form. That layers are not always observed when a “proper” electric field is present, is an
indication o f a localized deficiency in the metallic ion population (or conversely, the oc
currence o f layers could be attributable to an enhancement in the ion population). An
evaluation o f the meteoric deposition o f metals and of metallic chemistry revealed that
these processes proceed too slowly to affect the ion population on time-scales of less
than several days. This suggests that large-scale horizontal transport o f ions is responsi
ble for determining whether a sufficient number of ions are present at a given place and
time to form a detectable layer.
Based on simple conceptual arguments, it has been shown that metallic ions can be
transported upward into the F-region from the background metal layer (formed by mete
oroid ablation at altitudes between 90 and 100 km) by easterly directed electric fields
which typically occur on the dayside. The effects of increasing geomagnetic inclination
and gravity combine to force these ions, regardless o f their initial latitude, into a stream
with a nominal thickness of about 25 km, centered between altitudes of 225 and 300 km
(this corresponds well with satellite observations of Fe+ in the F-region reported by Grebowsky and Pharo [1985]), which flows nearly horizontally over the polar cap. When
this stream o f ions encounters an electric field with a westerly component it will be
forced downward, and ions will be deposited in the E-region within a relatively narrow
band of magnetic latitudes. The actual structure of the convective electric field dictates
when and where the ions “precipitate” into the E-region, thus defining region(s) of en
hanced ion population, and hence where layers are more likely to form. A demonstration
o f the above concept using a realistic model of the summertime convective field, pre
dicted layer occurrence at Sondrestrom which agreed quite well with the observations.
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6.2.2 Altitude o f Layer Form ation. The simple one-dimensional theory o f layer
form ation shows that when the electric field is directed in the northwest quadrant, ions
converge from above and below to form a layer at the altitude o f a null in the vertical
velocity profile. Once an ion-neutral collision frequency model is adopted, the altitude of
convergence is a function only o f the direction o f the electric field, with the altitude de
creasing as the electric field becom es m ore westerly directed. W hen the conventional
collision frequency model (which assum es an induced dipolar interaction between ions
and neutrals) is used, theoretically predicted layer altitudes are 10-20 km higher than
those actually observed. Adoption o f a collision frequency smaller by a factor o f ap
proximately ten, brings the theory and observation into agreement. Empirical estimates
o f the collision frequency were possible for tw o o f the layers observed during this study.
They exhibited the correct functional relationship between altitude and field direction,
but had values between 0.1 and 0.2 times the standard model. O f course, it is dangerous
to draw sweeping conclusions from tw o data points, nonetheless there is a strong sug
gestion that the collision frequency now used in ionospheric studies possesses a sys
tem atic error, at least when applied in the E-region.
6.2.3 Layer Drift. A theoretical analysis o f layer drift indicates that in regions of
northwesterly directed electric fields, layers should drift to the magnetic west, if they are
located at the altitude of converge (a layer not at the altitude o f convergence would drift
vertically toward that altitude, with its horizontal drift velocity approaching due west).
In southerly fields, layers tend to drift in the direction o f the electric field (Pederson m o
tion), due to the high collision frequency at the relatively low altitudes at which these
layers form. The magnitude o f the drift velocity is proportional to that o f the electric
field.

For northwesterly fields with a m agnitude o f 50 mV/m, theoretically predicted

drift velocities smoothly increase from ~50 m/s for a westerly field, to -1 0 0 0 m/s as the
field direction approaches due m agnetic north. For southerly fields the predicted drift
velocity for a 50 mV/m field is ~50 m/s, regardless o f the specific direction of the electric
field. Experimental determination o f the layer drift velocity was only possible for three
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layers. In each case the direction of drift was in general agreement with that predicted
by theory. Observed drift speeds ranged from ~60 to ~ 125 m/s. The results of this in
vestigation suggest that advection is non-negligible when investigating the evolution of
layer density at some location in the ionosphere. This is especially true for experiments
conducted with the instrument pointed in a fixed direction, which as been the case in
many o f the studies done previously (recall Chapter 1).
6.2.4 Horizontal Extent. No theoretical prediction o f the extent of thin layers was
attem pted in this study; such an effort must await the development of a three
dimensional simulation o f metallic ion transport.

However, the radar experiment was

well-suited for determining the horizontal structure o f the layers along the local geomag
netic meridian.

It was found that the layers observed during this study had a typical

width o f 50-150 km. Since the density threshold for the experiment was ~105 cm'3, the
observed latitudinal extend could result from either layers that are indeed narrow, or
from localized enhancements of the ion density on a broader layer o f lower
(undetectable) density.

Whichever the case, the observations suggest that thin layers

m ight be better thought o f as thin patches o f ionization.
6.2.5 Seasonal Variation of Occurrence. Observations were conducted at Sondrestrom monthly from August 1994 through August 1995, with the exception of April
and June o f 1995. The only months in which layers were observed were May, July, and
August. This strongly suggests a seasonal dimension in the occurrence rate o f thin layers
(at least at Sondrestrom).

Based on evaluation of convection patterns derived from

W eim er’s [1995] empirical model for high-latitude ionospheric electric potentials, it can
be seen that on average during the winter months Sondrestrom is outside of the region of
strong convective electric fields, when the IMF is directed southward. This implies a
decreased likelihood of observing layers, which indeed was observed to be the case.
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6.3 F u tu re W o rk
The results o f this investigation suggest several potentially fruitful directions that the
study o f thin ion layers might take. Some of these are discussed below.
First, the development o f a detailed three-dimensional simulation o f metallic ion
transport would provide a tool necessary for advancing the conceptual model of layer
occurrence outlined in Chapter 5.

Coupled with a realistic model o f the convective

electric field, a better understanding o f the temporal and spatial distribution of thin layers
would be possible.
Second, evidence of a systematic error in the currently accepted theoretical model for
the ion-neutral collision frequency demands immediate attention, since the collision fre
quency is a fundamental parameter in many aspects o f ionospheric physics.

A two

pronged approach is recommended: a theoretical reevaluation the interaction between
ions and neutral molecules; and an extensive observational campaign to confirm the re
sults obtained so far. This effort might well be the most important one to evolve from
this thesis.
Finally, it would be interesting to investigate a possible connection between the ap
parent increased frequency o f layer formation during the summer months at high lati
tudes, and the well-established tendency towards increased summertime layer occurrence
at mid-latitudes. The seasonal effect at mid-latitudes has not yet been explained. It is
possible that a complex linkage between the large-scale atmospheric circulation and the
convective electric field could permit metallic ions to be transported from the polar re
gions to lower latitudes. This sort of “polar fountain” could serve to enhance the ion
population at lower latitudes, thus leading to an increase in observations of layers. At
this point this idea is purely speculative, but the results o f this thesis imply that largescale redistribution o f metallic ions can play an influential role in determining the location
and time of the occurrence of thin metallic layers.
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